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1. Introduction

The goal of this study is to cast some useful light on the constructions of go get and go &

get through corpus-based approaches. These constructions share similar structures and

meanings as (1) and (2) show:

(1) a. Go get the paper.

b. I told you to go get the paper.

c. Every day I go get the paper. (Pullum, 1990, p. 219)

(2) a. Go & get the paper.

b. I told you to go & get the paper.

c. Every day I go & get the paper. (Pullum, 1990, p. 221)

There has been a good deal of discussion in the literature on these constructions.

Traditionally, scholars have taken two different views as to these constructions, and some have

tried to apply corpus-based approaches since the beginning of the twenty-first century.

Early scholars tend to focus on the similarities between the two constructions, and consider

that go get is derived from go & get, through deletion of and (i.e. and-deletion). For instance,

Jespersen (1940, p. 248) mentions that “it [go and come with the bare infinitive] is felt to be

short for go (come) and”. In addition, Visser (1969, p. 1399) suggests that “[u]nlike the former

type [go see], the type with hendiadys [go and see] already occurs in (late) Old English, which

seems to indicate that ‘go see’ developed from ‘go and see’ by elision of the conjunction.”

On the other hand, later scholars focus on the syntactic and semantic differences, and

regard go get and go & get as different constructions. Shopen (1971) points out that these two
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constructions are not always interchangeable as (3) shows. Furthermore, Pullum (1990) gives

many examples which show that go get does not allow any inflectional forms, while go & get

does as (4) and (5) show:

(3) a. *Our sewage might go pollute the town water supply.

b. Our sewage might go and pollute the town water supply. (Shopen, 1971, p. 259)

(4) a. *Every day my son goes gets the paper.

b. *I went got the paper.

c. *Going getting the paper is not my job.

d. *My dog has gone gotten the paper. (Pullum, 1990, p. 222)

(5) a. Every day my son goes & gets the paper.

b. I went & got the paper.

c. Going & getting the paper is not my job.

d. My dog has gone & gotten the paper. (Pullum, 1990, p. 222)

Though there has been much discussion on these constructions, scholars have paid little

attention to empirical examples, which has caused troubles to both groups. For instance, Visser

(1969) suggests that “[c]ombinations with a finite form of go (e.g. ‘They went look for him’)

are still met with in American English” (p. 1396), while Pullum (1990) disagrees about this: “I

do not find such expressions [went look] in my daily contact with American English” (p. 219).

Thanks to the development of corpus linguistics, it becomes possible to examine whether or

not such an opinion is correct in the light of real usages. As Wulff (2006) and Nicolle (2009)
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research concerning go get and go & get with BYU-BNC (British National Corpus)1 (see 2.3),

I introduce BYU-COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American English)2.

There is room for more work to be done at this point. In this thesis, I will introduce

empirical examples from BYU-COCA into the study of go get and go & get, and clarify how

similar or different these constructions are. In addition, since come can take come get generally,

this paper also researches come get and come & get.

The rest of this thesis is made up of five chapters. In Chapter 2, review of previous studies

is indicated in three parts: traditional grammarians’ views, later scholars’ views, and recent

corpus-based approaches. In Chapter 3, this thesis provides three research questions:

RQ1: What verbs occur in the V2 slot of go get and go & get, and how often?

RQ2: What sentence types are go get and go & get used in?

RQ3: How are go get and go & get used in declarative sentences?

In Chapter 4, the way to collect data is indicated. 4.1 shows the way to use COCA in general,

and 4.2 shows the way to collect data based on the research questions. In Chapter 5, this thesis

shows results of data collection and discussion followed by the research questions. In Chapter

6, summary and prospect are indicated.

Before continuing, I will refer to the terminology of go get construction and go & get

construction. Although go get construction is called in various ways3, I follow Pullum (1990)

and use go get and go & get to indicate the constructions. In the discussion below, I

1 https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/
2 https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/
3 For example, “go and come with the bare infinitive” (Jespersen, 1940); and “[g]o +
infinitive” (Visser, 1969); and “the quasi-modal construction” (Shopen, 1971).
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occasionally use V1 and V2 to generalize go get and go & get constructions (i.e. V1 V2 for go

get and V1 & V2 for go & get).
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2. Review of previous studies

It is adequate to categorize previous studies into three groups: traditional grammarians’

views, later scholars’ views, and recent corpus-based approaches. Prominent scholars in each

group are: Jespersen (1940) and Visser (1969), Shopen (1971) and Pullum (1990), and Wulff

(2006) and Nicolle (2009) respectively. The group of corpus-based studies, which is not

mentioned in the introduction, differs from the other groups since the focuses of corpus-based

studies are to examine how go get and go & get have been used in real situations.

2.1 Traditional grammarians’ views

This group considers that go get is derived from go & get caused by and-deletion. In other

words, the scholars in this group focus on the similarities between these constructions.

2.1.1 Jespersen (1940)

Jespersen (1940) mentions that “go and come with the bare infinitive are found here and

there, chiefly in colloquial or vulgar speech; as this seems to be found chiefly after the

infinitive and the imperative, it is felt to be short for go (come) and” (p. 248). There is no

account or evidence indicating why Jespersen (1940) states that “it [go get] is felt to be short

for go (come) and”. However, one of the contributions of Jespersen’s (1940) study is to clarify

two points: go get is used “in colloquial or vulgar speech” (p. 248) (i.e. its real usage): and it is

often used “after the infinitive and the imperative” (p. 248) (i.e. its syntactic structure).
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2.1.2 Visser (1969)

Visser (1969) deals with go get in relation to go + infinitive, arguing that the verb occurring

with go often looks “like a kind of modal verb aspect” (p. 1398), but that “the two constituents

were both imperative forms” (p. 1398). He also mentions the relation between go see and go &

see, and suggests that “[u]nlike the former type [go see], the type with hendiadys [go and see]

already occurs in (late) Old English, which seems to indicate that ‘go see’ developed from ‘go

and see’ by elision of the conjunction” (p. 1399). Furthermore, He refers to come+infinitive

and come+and+infinitive (pp. 1391-1395). He also suggests that the infinitives of these

constructions express the purpose of come, and that “[c]ome has here dwindled down to the

status of an accessory or quasi-auxiliary verb” (p. 1393).

Visser’s contribution is that he examines the origin of these constructions diachronically.

In addition, he mentions that “go often loses some of its meaning of motion in space, and

dwindles down to a mere sign of aspect: in some cases…its omission would not signally affect

the meaning of the utterance” (p. 1396). This view has even attracted many scholars who are

against and-deletion because when go in go get loses its lexical meaning and still has been used

with the bare infinitive, it becomes a functional word (i.e. grammaticalized). For instance, the

view of Shopen (1971) seems to be affected by Visser (1969). Furthermore, Pullum (1990, p.

219) suggests that “[p]erhaps the most perceptive account of go get…is that given by a

relatively recent work, Visser (1969)”.
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2.2 Later scholars’ views

Later scholars focus on difference between go get and go & get, and they consider these

constructions have different syntactic and semantic properties. They do not conclude that go

get derives from go & get through and-deletion.

2.2.1 Shopen (1971)

Shopen (1971) regards go get and go & get as different constructions. One of the

advantages of Shopen’s (1971) research is that he considers go or come in go/come get as

“quasi-modal” (p. 255), and investigates the differences between go/come get and go/come &

get from the viewpoint of syntax and semantics. Shopen (1971) also suggests that verbs such as

hurry, run, sit, stay and try can be quasi-modal for some speakers (p. 256).

Shopen (1971) states that go get possesses incomplete conjugations: V1 and V2 must be

both base forms in (6). The construction allows do-support: go get can be used in third person

singular as in (7b–d), and in past tense as in (8a). Furthermore, Shopen (1971) states that go get

cannot take agential subjects whereas go and get can as in (9) and (10).

(6) a.We go eat. e. *He goes eat.

b.They go eat. f. *He go eat.

c. I go eat. g. *He go eats.

d.You go eat. h.*He goes eats. (Shopen, 1971, p. 254)
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(7) a. *The prime minister goes eat every day at one.

b. Does the prime minister go eat every day at one?

c. The prime minister doesn’t go eat every day at one.

d. The prime minister does too go eat every day at one! (Shopen, 1971, p. 254)

(8) a. Did they go borrow the money right away?

b. *Yes, they went borrow it. (Shopen, 1971, p. 254)

(9) a. *Our sewage might go pollute the town water supply.

b. Our sewage might go and pollute the town water supply. (Shopen, 1971, p. 259)

(10) a. *Pieces of drift wood come wash up on the shore.

b. Pieces of drift wood come and wash up on the shore. (Shopen, 1971, p. 259)

One of the features of Shopen (1971) is that he considers go/come in go/come get as

quasi-modal verbs. Shopen (1971, p. 256) compares go and come with other modals like dare

and need, and clarifies its prominent points: (i) the quasi-modal verbs “cannot precede the

perfect construction with have or the progressive construction with be (*They go have eaten,

*They go be eating)”; (ii) the quasi-modal verbs “can follow true modals (He should go eat)”;

(iii) the quasi-modal verbs can be used in to + infinitive “(He tried to go eat)”; (iv) the

quasi-modal verbs “can take do-support.” Shopen (1971) concludes that “[t]he main verb base

forms are moving into the modal category, but they are still main verbs paradigmatically”

(p.263). Although Shopen (1971) does not use the word “grammaticalization”, his conclusion

seems that go and come are in the process of grammaticalization at the time. His view has

affected many scholars like Pullum (1990).
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2.2.2 Pullum (1990)

Pullum (1990) suggests that “The go get construction is not to be analyzed as simply the

go & get with its coordinating conjunction elided” (p. 226). Pullum (1990) studies go get and

go & get from syntactic views. Pullum (1990) adds new views to go get and go & get: “motion

away from the viewpoint location is strongly implied by the go get construction but not by go

& get” (p. 226) as (11) shows. In addition, “in go & get the V1 verb can take various kinds of

complement such as particles and prepositional phrases” (p. 226) as (12) indicates.

(11) a. *I hope they don’t go come back to the house while we’re in bed.

b. I hope they don’t go & come back to the house while we’re in bed.

(Pullum, 1990, p. 226)

(12) a. Go away and read something.

b. What do you want me to go away and read?

c. *Go away read something.

d. *What do you want me to go away read? (Pullum, 1990, p. 226)

Pullum’s paper includes criticism against previous studies. For instance, he states that

“[m]ost traditional grammars published after 1950 seem to have missed go get altogether, as if

it had died out” (p. 219). He also mentions that “[h]e [Shopen (1971)] has some useful

syntactic and semantic observations along with the way, but his conclusion that go and come

are moving into the modal category seems completely incorrect” (p. 223), because quasi-modal

verb and true modal verbs (e.g. will) share few common usages.
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2.3 Recent corpus-based approaches

Since the beginning of the twenty-first century, some scholars have introduced

corpus-based approaches into this issue. The difference between the studies in the late

twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first century lies in the use of empirical

evidence. Wulff (2006) and Nicolle (2009) are based on the data adduced from BYU-BNC (the

British National Corpus).

2.3.1 Wulff (2006)

Wulff (2006) focuses not only on the constructions themselves, but also on the verbs

which occur with go. In other words, Wulff (2006) focuses on the verbs in the V2 slot of go get

and go & get, and categorizes the V2s into three groups:

(A) verbs the both go get and go & get attract

(B) verbs go & V attract, but go get does not attract

(C) verbs go get attract, but go & V does not attract

Wulff (2006) provides an interesting result about this. The number of (B) is 92 while that

of (C) is only 25. The verbs of (A) are get, see, sit, fetch, buy, pick, check, look, find, put, tell,

play, fuck, park, phone, chase, sleep, work, fondle, and post (p. 109). This result shows that go

& get can take larger variety of verbs than go get.

In addition, Wulff (2006) categorizes these verbs into four groups based on their aspects:

activity, accomplishment, achievement, and state, and researches their token frequency in go

get and go & get. By analyzing the results statistically, Wulff (2006) concludes that: “while
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whatever action is denoted by go-and-V [go & get] gains an event-like interpretation and is

meant to embrace the whole sequence cascade of a typical event with a beginning and the end,

the meaning of go-V [go get] only denotes the initiation of an action and is inherently atelic,

which invites process verbs to occupy the V2 slot” (p. 121). One of her contributions is that she

focuses on V2 which many scholars have ignored so far / to which many scholars have paid

little attention so far.

2.3.2 Nicolle (2009)

Nicolle (2009) uses spoken examples in BYU-BNC in order to evaluate the theoretical

explanation of Nicolle (2007). It states that go in go get is losing its lexical meaning and has

become a kind of a modifier of the verb in the V2 slot. He studies not only English, but also

Digo which “is a Bantu language spoken near the coast in Kenya and Tanzania” (Nicolle, 2007,

p. 58) in order to make the feature of go get and go & get clearer.

One of the advantages of Nicolle (2009) is that it researches grammatical contexts where

go /come get and go/come & get occur. He categorizes go/come get and go/come & get into

three groups based on the constructions used in; (i) imperative clauses; (ii) interrogative

clauses; and (iii) declarative clauses. Table 1 shows the result of his research. Nicolle (2009)

mentions:

[T]he percentage of go-V [go get] tokens which occur in imperative clauses is slightly

higher than the percentage of go-and-V [go & get] tokens which occur in imperative

clauses. This difference is statically significant and is compatible with the hypothesis
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that go-V [go get] developed from go-and-V [go & get] in the context of imperative

clauses. (p. 200)

Through his research, the difference of grammatical contexts between these constructions

become clearer. In addition, according to the tokens indicated in Nicolle (2009), the frequency

of go/come get is lower than that of go/come & get in British English.

Table 1: The frequencies of sentence types of go /come get and go/come & get found in
BYU-BNC

Construction Total spoken
tokens

Imperative
clauses

Interrogative
clauses

Declarative
clauses

go & get 2322 547 (23.6%) 105 (4.5%) 1670 (71.9%)
go get 180 54 (30.0%) 5 (2.8%) 121 (67.2%)
come & get 738 188 (25.5%) 1 (0.1%) 549 (74.4%)
come get 22 9 (41.0%) 1 (4.5%) 12 (54.5%)

(Nicolle, 2009, p. 199)4

4 I have corrected obvious errors in numerical values in the table, and change go/come-(and)-V
into [go/come (&) get].
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3. Research questions

Wulff (2006) states that go & get can take more verbs in its V2 slot than go get in British

English. Nicolle (2009) also clarifies the difference in sentence types between go/come get and

go/come & get in British English. These two scholars provide a useful starting point for this

study.

Since Wulff (2006) and Nicolle (2009) focus on British English, this thesis examines the

usages of go get and go & get in American English by using COCA (Corpus of Contemporary

American English). This thesis presents the following three research questions:

RQ1: What verbs occur in the V2 slot of go get and go & get, and how often?

RQ2: What sentence types are go get and go & get used in?

RQ3: How are go get and go & get used in declarative sentences?

RQ1 is concerned with the types and tokens of the verbs in the V2 slot. RQ2 and RQ3 deal

with the grammatical contexts in which these constructions occur. This thesis compares the

results with those of Wulff (2006) and Nicolle (2009), and makes clear the features of these

constructions in American English.

3.1 RQ1 : What verbs occur in the V2 slot of go get and go & get, and how often?

Traditionally, researchers have been interested in the verbs in the V1 slot or the

constructions themselves. For instance, Shopen (1971) states that “many speakers accept not

only go and come as quasi-modals, but hurry, run, stay, sit, and try as well” (p. 255). Pullum

(1990) argues that “in go & get the V1 verb can take various kinds of complement such as
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particles and prepositional phrases” (p. 226) as (12) in 2.2.2 shows. However, they rarely

research what verbs occur in the V2 slot in go get and go & get.

As shown in 2.3.1, Wulff (2006) lists verbs in the V2 slot in go get and go & get constructions

found in BYU-BNC. Wulff (2006) makes it clear that go get and go & get are different in types

of verbs they can take in the V2 slot, and examines how they are used in contemporary British

English by examining the frequencies of the V2 verbs.

Butterfield (2015) writes, “[i]t [go + bare infinitive] survives as a normal construction in

American English, … but in British English is used in only a few fixed expressions…In Britain

the normal constructions are of the type go and + infinitive or go + to-infinitive” (p. 349). This

statement accords with the result of Wulff (2006). It is not clear, however, how go get and go &

get are distinguished in contemporary American English. Fortunately, since COCA includes

many empirical examples, this thesis examines types and tokens of the V2 verbs through the

corpus.

3.2 RQ2 : What sentence types are go get and go & get used in?

Nicolle (2009) studies the difference in the grammatical contexts of these constructions,

and categorized the examples into the following three sentence types: imperative, interrogative,

and declarative (see Table 1 in 2.3.2). He concludes that the rate of imperative sentences of go

get is slightly higher than that of go & get.

I consider it meaningful to focus on the sentence types. If the two constructions possess

different features, their usages can be different, too. This thesis examines the sentence types in
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order to clarify how differently the two constructions are used in American English.

3.3 RQ3 : How are go get and go & get used in declarative sentences?

As shown in Table 1 in 2.3.2, the frequencies of go get construction in declarative

sentences are about twice as high as those in imperative ones in the spoken section of

BYU-BNC. In addition, the frequencies of go & get in declarative sentences are about three

times higher than those in imperative ones. Although Nicole (2009) focuses on imperative

sentences, go get is also used in declarative sentences with verbs implying command, advice,

request, wish, etc., or with modal verbs. Examples are given in (13) to (16) from the spoken

section of COCA (SPOK).

(13) Lexical verb + O + (to) go get

a. And I had —they— they made me go get a CAT scan. (COCA SPOK 2014)

b. I recommend everyone to go see that movie. (COCA SPOK 2015)

c. So he comes to the apartment and asks his mother to go get him a sandwich and

a soda. (COCA SPOK 2015)

d. I told my father to go see it because I was interested in movies.

(COCA SPOK 2015)
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(14) Lexical verb + O + (to) go & get

a. This sounds like something that the TODAY Show producers would make

us go and take. (COCA SPOK 2017)

b. Rather than him telling them to go and get help, he told them to hide...

(COCA SPOK 2015)

(15) Modal verb + go get

a. Tom Bowman, NPR Pentagon correspondent, you have to go get some more

information for us. (COCA SPOK 2017)

b. You should go see it. (COCA SPOK 2017)

c. You need to go buy a Powerball ticket. (COCA SPOK 2016)

(16) Modal verb + go & get

a. You have to go and see the head of Ford. (COCA SPOK 2015)

b. ...you should go and look for your life... (COCA SPOK 2014)

c. People need to celebrate and go and see the games. (COCA SPOK 2016)

Lexical verbs like make, recommend, ask, and tell possess the meaning of command,

advice, request or wish in verb + O + (to) go get construction. In (14a) the modal verb have to

emphasizes that it is your obligation to “go get some more information for us”. Should and

need to imply necessity as well.

While Nicolle (2009) focuses on imperative sentences, this thesis pays attention not only

to such sentences, but also to declarative ones using COCA. Co-occurrence of lexical verbs and

auxiliary verbs is a key to examine how different go get and go & get are.
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4. Data collection

All the examples are retrieved from COCA. The data are searched by using Collocates

function on the corpus website. The function makes it possible to find verbs in the V2 slot in go

get and go & get constructions. The search result shows the number of hits and the context of

each occurrence together with its source information.

4.1 How to collect data from COCA

In order to collect data, it is necessary to fill two slots on the search screen (Figure 1).

Figure 1: The basic format on the website of COCA

(i) Word/phrase slot

In this slot the element preceding the V2 verb is filled. Go or go and is put into the slot in

Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1: The first slot filled with go and go and

List Chart巨三 CompareKWIC 

Word/phrase 

Collocates 

1+141312111° ■ 0111213141+1 
I Find collocates I圧曰

ロSectionsTextsNirtual Sort/limit Options 

List Chart匠三 CompareKWIC 

伽
[

] Word/phrase 

Collocates 

l+l4l3l2l1lo■ ol1l2l3l4l+I 
I Find collocates I圧

list Chart匠三 Compare⑱ IC 

jgo and I Word/phrase 

I I Collocates 

1+141312:1 lo■ 0111213141+1 
I Find collocates I~ 曰
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(ii) Collocates slot

The part of speech of the target word (collocates) can be specified. When verb.ALL is

selected in the slot on the right to the Collocates slot, the symbol _v* is inserted automatically.

By so doing, all forms of V2 verbs in go get and go & get are collected (see Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-2: The second slot filled with verb. ALL

In order to do more accurate data collection, it is necessary to follow two further steps.

(iii) COLLOCATES display: direction/distance

The direction and distance can be specified by using this function. Figure 1-3-1 shows the

explanation of this function found on the COCAwebsite.

Figure 1-3-1: Explanation of COLLOCATES display

List Chart匠三 CompareKWIC 

Igo I Word/phrase Igo and I Word/phrase 

1-v* I Colloca tes ~ 曰

1+14131211 lo■ 0111213141+1 
I Find collocates I~ 

1-v* I Collocates ~ G 

1+141312111° ■ 0111213141+1 
I Find collocates I三

COLLOCATES display: direction/distance 

I + I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I。■。I1 I 2 I 3 I 41 + I 

Select the "span" (number of words to the left and the right) for the collocates. 

Use+ to search more than four words to the left or right, and Oto exclude the 

words to the left or right. If you don't select a span, it will default to 4 words left 

and 4 words right. 

The direction of the collocates and the length of the "span" between the "node 

word" and the collocates 1s quite important. Fo「example,consider the collocates 

of gap (n): 4 words to the left, 2 words to the right 4 words to the right, and 4 

words left/ 4 words right. 
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Figure 1-3-2 shows that V2 of go get construction is one word right from the node go,

while V2 of go & get construction is two words right from the node.

Figure 1-3-2: Specification of direction/distance from the node

(iv) Sections

It is possible to limit the data by using this function. COCA is made up of five sections:

SPOKEN, FICTION, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPER, and ACADEMIC (see Figure 1-4). It is

possible to collect data from all the data (ignore), or to narrow search by selecting one or more

sections.

Figure 1-4: The screenshots of 5 sections
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4.2 How to sort out the data

4.2.1 Types and tokens of verbs in the V2 slot

Figure 2 shows that verb.BASE is selected in the second slot in order to avoid collecting

any inflected forms of V2. The sections are not specified in order to find all the types of V2

verbs in go/come get and go/come & get.

Figure 2: The second slot filled with verb.BASE

4.2.2 Grammatical contexts of go get and go & get

RQ2 and RQ3 focus on the top ten verbs used in go/come get and go/come & get

constructions. In Figure 3, verb. LEX(ICAL) is selected5.

Figure 3 shows that the data is gathered from the SPOKEN section. The period is limited

between 2013 to 2017 so as to examine more contemporary American English.

5 Here verb.LEX(ICAL) is introduced since the number of occurrences is more accurate compared
with verb.BASE. For instance, there are 1,063 examples of go get (verb.BASE), and 17 examples of
go get (verb.INF(INITIVE) in the SPOKEN section in COCA. The number of go get
(verb.LEX(ICAL)) is 1,080, which is the total of verb.BASE and verb.INF(INITIVE). However, the
data retreated by using verb.LEX(ICAL) occasionally contains irrelevant examples like go shopping
or go looking. Since verbs examined are limited in in RQ2 and RQ3, such examples are removed
manually.
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Figure 3: The search screens indicating the way to collect data

The data is imported to Excel and sorted by year, sentence types, preceding modal verbs

and lexical verbs, and contexts (see Appendix).
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5. Results and discussion

5.1 RQ1: What verbs occur in the V2 slot of go get and go & get, and how often?

The result shows that the occurrence of go get is 13,731 and that of go & get is 1,363.

Go get takes 771 different verbs in the V2 slot, while go & get takes 346 different ones. I

categorize the V2 verbs into the following three groups based on Wulff (2006):

(i) verbs which both go get and go & get attract

(ii) verbs which go get can attract, but go & get cannot

(iii) verbs which go & get can attract, but go get cannot

Figure 4-1 is a graphic representation of the V2 verbs of go get and go & get in COCA

modelled on Wulff (2009).

Figure 4-1: The V2 verbs of go get and go & get in COCA

go & get (346)
talk, let, knock, sin, vote, gather, report, search, shut, sleep, drink, follow, hit, live,
preach, study, deal, close, carry, arrest, bomb, jump, like, proclaim, reach, step,
begin, bury, choose, continue, cook, die,…

get, see, find, buy, take, tell, sit, ask, make, visit, pick, check,
eat, meet, watch, put, kill, help, fetch, try, read, look, play,
say, spend, give, lie, wait, call, stay, wash, shoot, hide,
work,…
go get (771)
fuck, hang, grab, love, listen, hear, walk, feed, rent, fly, sell, kick, change, pay,
throw, finish, hunt, fill, bang, explore, wake, bother, hug, investigate, answer, pull,
screw, serve, sign, sing, blow, brush, lay,…

For comparison, the V2 verbs represented in Wulff (2006, p. 109) are reproduced below as

Figure 4-2:
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Figure 4-2: The V2 verbs of go get and go & get in BYU-BNC

go & get (92)
collect, live, visit, talk, watch, ask, sort, wash, hide, stand, stay, knock, eat, spoil,
lay, tidy, feed, babysit, powder, pee, change, lock, baste, socialize, regurgitate,
re-clean, re-credit, book, rouse, milk, lie, nick, vandalize, clean,…

get, see, sit, fetch, buy, pick, check, look, find, put, tell, play,
fuck, park, phone, chase, sleep, work, fondle, post

go get (25)
zoom, figure, walk, run, unbind, plop, syndicate, swim, hire, redraw, bait, seek, fly,
trick, hack, evaporate, search, wreck, hammer,…

(Wulff, 2006, p. 109)6

One of the findings of this thesis is that the two constructions are used in completely

different ways between American English and British English. Figure 4-2 shows that go get

cannot take as many types of V2 verbs as go & get in British English. However, Figure 4-1

clarifies that the number of the V2 verbs in go get construction is about twice as large as that in

go & get in American English. This finding endorses Butterfield’s statement (2015) that go get

is used as a normal construction in American English, while it is used only as a fixed

expression in British English (p. 349).

Although go get and go & get takes 771 and 346 different V2 verbs respectively, the

number of the V2 verbs used less than 10 times is 650 in go get and 321 in go & get. In other

words, these constructions can take various types of V2 verbs, but the frequencies of V2 verbs

are different. (17) and (18) show the top 20 V2 verbs in go get and go & get. The verbs used in

6 I modify the figure of (Wulff, 2006, p. 109)
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both constructions are marked by boldface.

(17) go get : get, see, find, buy, take, tell, sit, ask, make, visit, check, pick, eat,

meet, watch, fuck, kill, put, fetch, help

(18) go & get: get, see, look, sit, tell, talk, find, take, make, buy, try, watch, ask,

play, fetch, say, put, visit, let, check

Get and see are most often used in go get. In fact, the total number of go get and go see is

more than half of all the examples. There are 2,888 examples of get in the V2 slot, which

shares 31.9% in all the examples of V2 verbs in go get. The occurrence of see is 2,235, which

is 24.6%. Verbs other than get and see are used with some frequencies. Figure 5-1 shows the

frequencies of each V2 verb in go get graphically.

Figure 5-1: The frequencies of the V2 verbs in go get

Figure 5-2 shows the frequencies of V2 verbs in go & get. The two most often used verbs

are get and see of all the 346 verb types as in the case of go get. Other verbs are used with

some frequencies in comparison with go get. Get in go & get shares 17.7% of all the examples,

and see shares 11.7%. The percentages are not as high as those of go get and go see.
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Figure 5-2: The frequencies of the V2 verbs in go & get

One of the findings of this thesis is that, although go get can take more types of V2 verbs

than go & get, the construction is mostly used as go get or go see. On the other hand, although

the number of occurrences of get and see in go & get is large, there are some frequencies of

other V2 verbs in this construction.

In order to make the difference between go get and go & get constructions clearer, this

thesis puts a focus on the aspects of V2 verbs by categorizing them into four types as in Wulff

(2006): activity, accomplishment, achievement, and state. Criteria for categorization are based

on Yoshikawa (1995, pp. 147-169). Since the percentages of get and see in go get and go & get

are too high, Table 2-1 excludes the examples of the two verbs.

Table 2-1: Aspects and tokens of V2 verbs in COCA (get and see excluded)
Construction Total

token
Verb types of V2 verbs

Activity Accomplishment Achievement State
go get 4,215 1,414 (33.5%) 1,861 (44.1%) 940 (22.3%) 0 (0.0%)
go & get 474 208 (43.8%) 84 (17.7%) 85 (17.9%) 97 (20.4%)

Table 2-1 shows that the percentages of accomplishment verbs are the largest in go get

(44.1%). Compared with that of go & get (17.7%), the number shows how frequently
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accomplishment verbs are used in go get. On the other hand, there is no example of state verbs

in go get. The percentages of state verbs in go & get are the second highest. Activity verbs are

high in the two constructions. The number of activity verbs in go & get is the highest. The rate

of achievement verbs is similar in the two constructions. One of the findings of this thesis is

that go get is preferred with accomplishment verbs but not with state verbs in American

English. On the other hand, go & get are often used both with active verbs and state verbs.

In order to make the feature of go get and go & get clearer, this thesis deals with come get

and come & get as well. The number of occurrences of come get construction is 4,135 with 354

different V2 verbs, while that of come & get is 2,495 with 264 different ones. Figure 6 shows

the types of V2 verbs in come get and come & get constructions.

Figure 6 : V2 verbs of come get and come & get in COCA

come & get (264)
say, live, attack, let, pay, spend, discover, shoot, throw, hug, learn, leave, present,
want, hang, cook, dig, change, browse, bring, invest, move, preform, remember,
steal, study, call, accept, catch, check, choose, decide, dine, drag, expect,
explore,…

get, see, sit, take, join, look, tell, meet, talk, visit, help, play,
wat, find, stay, ask, make, try, watch, give, work, pick, put,
listen, buy, hear, kill, speak, share, stand,…

come get (354)
check, rescue, fetch, spend, build, fly, sail, line, learn, fall, bring, form, investigate,
lift, read, wake, write, feel, blow, kick, support, tend, tuck, wash, bail, beat,
explore, hold, keep, lay, lose, pay, rub, seek, shoot, suck,…

Come get takes more types of V2 verbs than come & get does. Although come get and

come & get take 354 and 264 different V2 verbs respectively, the number of the V2 verbs used
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less than 10 times is 309 in come get and 239 in come & get. The top 20 verbs are shown in (19)

and (20). The verbs used in the both constructions are marked with boldface.

(19) come get : see, get, sit, visit, join, take, help, pick, meet, let, say, stay, find,

tell, look, eat, watch, close, give, talk

(20) come & get : get, see, say, sit, take, join, look, talk, tell, meet, visit, help, play,

eat, find, stay, ask, watch, try, make

Figure 7-1 shows the frequencies of the V2 verbs in come get. The rate of examples of

come get is 18.3% and that of come see is 24.7%. The figure shows that this construction takes

other verbs like sit, visit, and join with some frequencies compared with go get.

Figure 7-1: The frequencies of the V2 verbs in come get

Figure 7-2 shows the frequencies of the V2 verbs in come & get. The percentages of all the

examples in get in come & get is 20.9% and those in see is 16.2%. The frequencies of other

verbs are a little higher than those of come get, but still come & get and come & see are the

main usage of this construction.
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Figure 7-2: The frequencies of the V2 verbs in come & get

Table 2-2 shows aspects and tokens of V2 verbs in COCA except get and see in come get

and come & get. It is clear that the percentages of activity verbs are the highest in the two

constructions, while those of achievement verbs are quite low in the both. Come get is

preferred to use with accomplishment verbs (38.3%) compared with come & get (24.5%).

While come get are rarely used with state verbs (3.2%), there is some frequency of state verbs

in come & get (13.5%). This thesis finds that the number of usages of activity verbs in come

get and come & get is more prominent than that of go get and go & get. On the other hand, the

number of achievement verbs in go get and go & get is prominent. It is clear that both go get

and come get are hardly used with state verbs, while there is some frequency in go & get and

come & get.

Table 2-2: Aspects and tokens of V2 verbs in COCA except get and see in come get and
come & get

Construction Total
token

Verb types of V2 verbs
Activity Accomplishment Achievement State verb

come get 2,544 1,486 (58.4%) 975 (38.3%) 0 (0.0%) 83 (3.2%)
come & get 620 370 (59.6%) 152 (24.5%) 14 (2.2%) 84 (13.5%)
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5.2 RQ2 : What sentence types are go get and go & get used in?

Figure 8 indicates the screenshots of the top ten verbs in go/come get and go/come & get.

Figure 8: Top ten verbs of go/come get and go/come & get in COCA
go get

go & get

come get

come & get

Since the data includes V2 verbs of inflectional forms (e.g. go shopping, come running, etc.)

and a fixed expression (e.g. come and go), I eliminate those inadequate examples manually.

The ten verbs are represented as (21) and (22) show. In each of (21) and (22), verbs which are
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used in the both constructions are written in boldfaced type.

(21) go get : get, see, find, buy, take, check, visit,make, sit, pick

go & get : get, see, look, say, talk, take, try, buy, find, make

(22) come get : see, get, sit, visit, join, pick, help, take, meet, find

come & get : get, see, say, talk, take, visit, help, join, tell, testify

This thesis examines 590 examples in go get, 165 in go & get, 136 in come get, and 119 in

come & get. These constructions are examined and categorized into three sentence types:

imperative, interrogative, and declarative. Table 3 shows the number of occurrences and

percentages of go get, go & get, come get, and come & get in American English.

Table 3: The frequencies of sentence types of go /come get and go/come & get found in
COCA

Construction Total spoken
tokens

Imperative
clause

Interrogative
clause

Declarative
clause

go get 590 125 (21.1%) 36 (6.1%) 429 (72.6%)
go & get 165 16 (9.6%) 3 (1.8%) 146 (88.4%)
come get 136 36 (26.4%) 18 (13.2%) 82 (60.1%)
come & get 107 11 (10.2%) 8 (7.4%) 88 (82.2%)

For the convenience of comparison with British English, Table 1 in 2.3.2 is reproduced below

as Table 4:

Table 4: The frequencies of sentence types of go /come get and go/come & get found in BYU-
BNC

Construction Total spoken
tokens

Imperative
clauses

Interrogative
clauses

Declarative
clauses

go get 180 54 (30.0%) 5 (2.8%) 121 (67.2%)
go & get 2322 547 (23.6%) 105 (4.5%) 1670 (71.9%)
come get 22 9 (41.0%) 1 (4.5%) 12 (54.5%)
come & get 738 188 (25.5%) 1 (0.1%) 549 (74.4%)

(Nicolle, 2009, p. 199)
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Table 3 shows that go get and go & get are most often used in declarative sentences. The

percentages of imperative sentences of go get are 21.1%, and that of go & get is 9.6%. The

number of imperative sentences is the second largest in the two constructions in American

English. This is also true in British English (see Table 4). The rate of interrogative sentences is

low.

Come get and come & get is used most often in declarative sentences. The number of

occurrences of imperative sentences is the second largest in the two constructions as well as the

case of go get and go & get. The percentages of come get in imperative sentences (26.4%) is

prominent. The rate of come get and come & get in interrogative sentences are a little higher

than go get and go & get.

Nicolle (2009) states that total spoken tokens of come get are too small to be examined.

Therefore, it is hard to compare Table 3 with Table 4. However, the distribution of the three

sentence types is similar. All the constructions are used most often in declarative sentences, the

second in imperative sentences, the third in interrogative sentences. The prominent difference

between Table 3 and Table 4 is the percentages of go & get and come & get in imperative

sentences. While Table 4 shows the percentages are 23.6% in go & get and 25.5% in come &

get, Table 3 shows the percentages are 9.6% and 10.2% respectively.

One of the findings of this thesis is that go get and come get are preferred in imperative

sentences, but go & get and come & get are not especially so in American English. Since the

percentages of go & get and come & get are more than 80%, these constructions are preferred

in declarative sentences.
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5.3 RQ3 : How are go get and go & get used in declarative sentences?

As shown in (13) and (14) in 3.3, declarative sentences are occasionally structured by

lexical verbs meaning command, advice, request, wish etc., or modal verbs meaning obligation

and necessity. This thesis collects data including the following two patterns:

(i) Lexical verb + O + (to) go/come-(and)-V

(e.g. have/make O do, ask/beg/compel/encourage/expect/get/recommend/tell/want O to do,

say/tell (that) imperative form7)

(ii) Modal verb + go/come-(and)-V (e.g. must, have to, had better, should, ought to, need to)

Table 5 shows modal verbs and lexical verbs preceding go/come-(and)-V in COCA.

Table 5: Lexical verbs and modal verbs preceding go/come-(and)-V in COCA
Construction Total Token

(declarative)
(i) Lexical verb
(command,

advise, request)

(ii) modal verb
(obligation,
necessity)

total of
(i) + (ii)

go get 406 31 (7.6%) 56 (13.7%) 86 (21.4%)
go & get 135 4 (2.9%) 22 (16.2%) 26 (19.2%)
come get 71 13 (18.3%) 6 (8.4%) 19 (26.7%)
come & get 79 9 (11.3%) 3 (3.7%) 11 (13.9%)

The percentages of go get in pattern (i) is 7.6 % while that of go & get is 2.9%. There are

11 examples using tell O to do (23a), and 10 examples using say/tell (that) imperative form

(23b) in all the 31 examples of go get. There are two examples of tell O to do (23c) in all the

four examples of go & get. The rate of construction (ii) of go & get (16.2%) is slightly higher

7 There are some examples like, “...he said go make me a sandwich and he shoot his dad.” (COCA
SPOK 2015) Such an example is categorized into declarative sentence but say/tell (that) imperative
from is clearly used as the expression meaning command. Therefore, this thesis categorizes it into
pattern (i).
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than that of go get (13.7%). Have to is used most often in the two constructions as shown in

(23d) and (23e).

(23) a: I told my father to go see it because I was interested in movies.

(COCA SPOK 2015)

b: If you think about it, he said go make me a sandwich and he shoot his dad.

(COCA SPOK 2015)

c: And he…told me to go and get it fixed. (COCA SPOK 2016)

d: You have to go make a physical cold call into an office. (COCA SPOK 2017)

e: You have to go and get a real job now. (COCA SPOK 2017)

In come get and come & get, the rate of pattern (i) and (ii) of come get is higher than that

of come & get. Therefore, the total number of pattern (i) and (ii) of come get (26.7%) is much

higher than that of come & get (13.9%). There is no lexical and modal verb whose frequencies

are prominent. (24a-d) show examples of come get and come & get.

(24) a: He asked Julia to come meet him at his daughter's soccer game.

(COCA SPOK 2017)

b: And we decided to have her come and say hello. (COCA SPOK 2015)

c: I have to come see you. (COCA SPOK 2016)

d: …we just have to come and take a pause and think about what we are doing.

(COCA SPOK 2014)

One of the findings of this thesis is that there are differences in the number of patterns (i)

and (ii) between go-(and)-V and come-(and)-V. By comparing go get and go & get with come
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get and come & get, it is clear that go get and go & get are preferred with modal verbs in

declarative sentences. On the other hand, come get and come & get are more likely to occur

with lexical verbs in American English. When modal verbs, for instance, have to are used in

declarative sentences like (22c) and (22d), the subject directly commands someone to do

something. On the other hand, when lexical verbs like ask and have are used as shown in (22a)

and (22b), the meaning of command becomes milder than that of the modal verb have to. Since

the number of occurrences of have to and say/tell (that) imperative form is prominent in go get

and go & get, the two constructions express direct/strong command in declarative sentences

compared with come get and come & get.
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6. Conclusion: summary and prospect

This thesis has introduced a corpus-based approach into the research of go get and go & get

constructions mainly, and come get and come & get as well.

Tentative answers to the research questions are:

(RQ1) What verbs occur in the V2 slot of go get and go & get, and how often?

Go get construction can take more types of verbs than go & get in American English, but

get and see make up the majority among them. On the other hand, there are some frequencies

of V2 verbs other than get and see in go & get construction.When the top 20 V2 verbs (except

get and see) are examined, it is clear that the frequency of achievement verbs in go get

construction is the highest and that of state verbs is the lowest. On the other hand, activity

verbs are used most often in go & get construction, and there are some frequencies of state

verbs. Get and see are often used as the V2 verbs of come get and come & get constructions in

American English. The percentages of activity verbs in the two constructions are prominent,

while both constructions rarely take achievement verbs like buy, make, etc. This thesis has

shown that the usages of come + achievement verbs are limited compared with go +

achievement verbs. The reason for the lower frequency of come + achievement verbs is in the

following way. People generally can say to someone else "Go buy some fruits" but only shop

owners can say “Come buy some fruits”. The former sentence can add words indicating places

the person buys some fruits (e.g. “Go buy some fruits at the shop/ from him/somewhere”). On

the other hand, come generally indicates “Come buy some fruits here”. Since there is such a

limitation, come itself is not usually used with achievement verbs.
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This thesis has revealed that these four constructions are used differently. Since V1 and V2

are connected with the coordinating & (meaning and then or in order to) in go/come & get,

these two constructions can take various types of V2 verbs in a coordinating construction. On

the other hand, go/come get has a function to empathize the action of V2 verbs. This is why

these two constructions rarely take state verbs in the V2 slot. This accords with what

Butterfield (2015, p.164) states:

[i]n standard English come is often followed by and as an introduction to a verb indicating

the purpose of coming…. Formerly in standard British English and still in American

English and occasionally elsewhere come is followed by a bare infinitive…often for

rhetorical or dramatic effect.

This statement refers to only come (&) get, but it can also be applied to go (&) get too.

(RQ2) What sentence types are go get and go & get used in?

The number of declarative sentences is the largest in all the four constructions. The rate of

imperative sentences of go/come get is about twice as high as that of go/come & get in

American English. Compared with Nicolle (2009), it is clear that go/come & get constructions

are not occasionally used in imperative sentences in American English, but often used in

declarative ones.

This thesis has made it clear that go/come get is often used in imperative sentences because

the two constructions share the function to empathize actions of V2 verbs. The distribution of

go/come get and go/come & get in American English is much clearer than that of British

English. One reason why go/come get is used in imperative sentences more often than go/come
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& get seems to depend on length of the sentences. This thesis has shown that go get is

preferred in short sentences in imperative sentences. In fact, many examples of imperative

sentences of go get are short. On the other hand, imperative sentences of go & get are

occasionally a little longer than those of go get. Since it is easier to pronounce go get without

&, go get is preferred in imperative sentences in American English, while go & get is often

used in declarative sentences. Example are shown below:

(25) a:Go get her. (COCA SPOK 2017)

b:Go get it for me. (COCA SPOK 2017)

(26) a:…when people talk about how destructive this is, just go and look to the south.

(COCA SPOK 2017)

b: Go and look around what is growing in your area because those are the kind of

plants that are going to do the best in your landscape. (COCA SPOK 2013)

(RQ3) How are go get and go & get used in declarative sentences?

When these constructions are used in declarative sentences, about 20% of the examples

occur with lexical verbs of meaning command, advice, request, wish, etc., or modal verbs of

obligation and necessity. Go get and go & get often occur with modal verbs. On the other hand,

come get and come & get are often used with the lexical verbs. Since most of the examples of

the modal verbs are have to, and of the lexical verbs are say/tell (that) imperative form in go (&)

get, the two constructions share the meaning of direct/strong command in declarative sentences

compared with come (&) get.

In order to improve this thesis, two further researches are necessary to be done.
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First, the same research should be done with BYU-BNC in order to make more accurate

comparison between American English and British English. In addition, since this thesis is

synchronic research of go get and go & get with COCA, it is meaningful to introduce

BYU-COHA8 (Corpus of Historical American English) in order to do diachronic researches. It

will be possible to examine the research questions in this thesis diachronically, and that will

make the difference between the two constructions clearer.

Second, it seems meaningful to research other V1 verbs which take go get construction.

Shopen (1971) states that “many speakers accept not only go and come as quasi-modals, but

hurry, run, stay, sit, and try as well” (p. 255). Corpus-based studies will make clear what kinds

of verbs can be used in the construction and how often. In addition, there is a discussion

whether or not go get construction takes inflected forms like went look as shown in 1. Visser

(1969) states that went look is used in American English, but Pullum (1990) disagrees with him.

By using corpora, it will be possible to examine whether or not go get construction can take

inflected forms in contemporary English. In fact, there are certain examples of went look, went

visit, went drink, etc. in COCA, but these expressions are used only one time each. Therefore, it

is true that went look is used in American English as Visser (1969) mentions, but the expression

is hardly used in empirical situations as Pullum (1990) indicates. Corpus-based studies can

contribute to more accurate researches of go (&) get constructions.

8 https://www.english-corpora.org/coha/
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Appendix

The data in COCA imported to Excel
Go get
date grammatical

context
preceding
words V2 sentence

2017 imperative - get are raised from very early age to be the go-getter in a heterosexual relationship. Go get her. Go make the move, right? And women, on the

2017 declarative to infinitive get the United States is. But their - you know, their job's to go get the oil. And if, you know, the United States government -

2017 imperative - get doesn't change. He turns to his adjutant and said: " Hudson, go get that shell. Let's see what the enemy is firing at us. "

2017 declarative will/would get to a large extent, never happened. And so I thought, I'll go get the briefings, figure out what they might not know. I mean,

2017 declarative will/would get 21:17): Okay. Anyway -- ALEX- (10# 21:19): I'll go get him. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# 21:20): I've got a feeling there will be

2017 imperative - get dad's birthday. His dad just said, here's what I want. Go get it for me. And when David heard it, he loaned it to

2017 declarative to infinitive get around with this girlfriend I had at the time. And we went to just go get, like, a bacon, egg and cheese sandwich. And she's

2017 interrogative to infinitive get 'm not really a religious person. TERRY-GROSS# Yeah. AZIZ-ANSARI# Do you want to go get a taco or something? TERRY-GROSS# My guest is Aziz
Ansari. He co-created

2017 declarative have to/ had
better get chemical attacks occurred. ROBERT-SIEGEL# Tom Bowman, NPR Pentagon correspondent, you have to go get some more information for us. So

thanks... TOM-BOWMAN# Indeed. ROBERT-SIEGEL#...
2017 declarative tell O to do get look, what if every time you were with a guy he told you to go get him a glass of water from the kitchen? And he never offered to

2017 declarative be going to get family. (CHEERING AND APPLAUSE) D. TRUMP: We're going to go get into great detail over the next two weeks, but we're working on

2017 declarative expect O to do get that's a time certain environment. You've got people who then expect to go get jobs. You're going to hire the person from the university who has

2017 declarative allow O to do get . If you have a car in the garage is, you're allowed to go get to your car and drive off the property. A lot of the people

2017 declarative second person
singular get want nine guys or gals in robes up here to make that decision? You go get the American people, that an amendment and make it clear that the constitutional

2017 declarative - get they forget something. " Oh, I'll be right back " as they go get their medicated wipes. And they go downstairs to Walgreen's or to Duane

2017 imperative - get against Muslims. GUTFELD# There you go. I just said that. (LAUGHTER) GUILFOYLE# Go get some new clients. Offer that -- PERINO# You wrote the
ACLU statement.

2017 imperative - get , it looked like he was sent out there under instructions from President Trump, go get them. And he went and got them. And what he did though

2017 declarative to infinitive get thought he was treated unbelievably unfairly when they came down with their big decision to go get him right before the election voting started, as you know.
And he

2017 declarative to infinitive get COOPER# Brian? BRIAN-FALLON, -PRES# He needs a win and the normal way to go get one would be to make cause with Democrats. Let's go back what

2017 declarative get/have got
to do get . Like, I've let the horse out of barn. I got to go get it. Whereas, Ben Carson was like, hey, everybody gather around

2017 imperative let's get communications director. She came up to lecture one night and I said let's go get a beer. We went got a beer and she asked me what was

2017 declarative - get you that you don't like, call him up, go see him, go get in the Oval Office or the study. Have a straight... DICKERSON# Why

2017 imperative - get friend Lazaro Quintana who was at the mansion. He heard the shots -- LAZARO-QUINTANA# Go get him. RICHARD-SCHLESINGE# -- and followed the
gunman. LAZARO-QUINTANA# I yelled. Why

2017 imperative - get So that's when I told the officer I said he's in there, go get him. RICHARD-SCHLESINGE# Lazaro never saw the gunman's face but he did see

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to get the real question is, when you get sick, will you be able to go get care? And without exception, those folks would be better off under the
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2017 declarative second person

singular get hang out with your friends and do Snapchat and do each other's hair and go get your nails done and stuff like that. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE- (# 23:35):

2017 declarative to infinitive get JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# -- and there's lines -- KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Yeah. JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# -- for people to go get a free
cone. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Sam, people like free stuff. SAM-TALBOT# You

2017 imperative let's get to say? BILL-GATES# Yeah, we should work on it together. Let's go get some more snacks. MARK-ZUCKERBERG# All right. SHEINELLE-JONES# I don't
know about

2017 imperative - get an enjoyable lunch with my daughter and I don't need no bigot. TAYLOR-MOSES# Just go get the manager. Go do whatever you want to. It's a free

2017 imperative - get pointing down the mountain, and I said, " She's down there. Go get her. " ACTOR-PLAYING-ERIC# I'll head down this way. See what you

2017 declarative be going to get . ACTOR-PLAYING-DAVE# All right. I'll see you soon. We're gon na go get them. ACTOR-PLAYING-JIM-# Yeah, good. ACTOR-PLAYING-DAVE# No,
you stay there.

2017 declarative be going to get na work. " ACTOR# This is gon na take forever. We got ta go get shovels. SGT-BRANDON-ROLA# We had the one shovel I had. That's it.

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to get she needs something, and if she is of legal age, and she can go get it, I'd rather she did that, you know. I'd

2017 imperative let's see n't go the first two days and then he said, well, let's go see Jason and he got these tickets and lower wristbands, you know. And

2017 declarative to infinitive see . TAMMERO# Decades, yes. As long as people like myself are there to go see the movies, it will continue, Neil. (LAUGHTER) CAVUTO# Any worries you

2017 declarative second person
singular see which is easy to do and it's only a small snippet. Hope you go see it. you'll like it. What did you say? What?

2017 declarative want to see started chatting. And after a while, Tony asked Maureen if she wanted to go see a movie, so they went. MAUREEN-WHEELER# And on the way home,

2017 declarative to infinitive see movie comes out, it can't be your idea as the white person to go see it. NEAL-BRENNAN# Can't be like, have I got a movie for

2017 declarative want to see in a particularly difficult place. AILSA-CHANG# And he says if you really want to go see how it all comes together, he has a container of Irish stuff on

2017 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to see kid that he's very upset and possibly to the point where maybe they should go see a doctor or something. But it always gets a laugh. But I

2017 declarative to infinitive see movie comes out, it can't be your idea as the white person to go see it. NEAL-BRENNAN# Can't be like have I got a movie for us

2017 declarative will/would see - I don't fish. I'm not an outdoorsman. I'd rather go see a movie. I don't want to hunt anything. But you're

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to see right? Unlimited inasmuch as... (CROSSTALK) HANNITY#... unlimited doctor visits. They can go see you -- they can get -- let's go to the simple things.

2017 declarative to infinitive see it was very significant that the very first stop of this new president was to go see the Central Intelligence Agency, to reach out to them, to applaud them

2017 declarative second person
singular see to respond to that. I am everyone's friend here, but when you go see Trump, I mean like are there like other famous people in the room

2017 interrogative do see like so my people are tuning out -- CARLSON# Is this why people don't go see films? Is this part of the problem? INGRAHAM# Well, it's

2017 declarative want to see time for it. Smerconish, great interview with Roger Waters. I want to go see the show. Warwick Carter, it's kind of funny. You know

2017 declarative be supposed
to see really know. But, you know, your folks say you're supposed to go see. 00:05:09 So he would take me. There was this great watering hole

2017 declarative - see thing though. If -- I mean, you know, talking as, I go see, you know, you don't qualify him in establishment Republican. If

2017 declarative get/have got
to do see You're playing a person, you have access to them, you got to go see them. It's just one of the rules of the game. BERNIE-TIEDE#

2017 imperative - see is saying stuff about you that you don't like, call him up, go see him, go get in the Oval Office or the study. Have a

2017 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to see that looks just like that but it's a little bit different. You should go see it. ANTHONY-MASON# All right. Lastly, Goldie Hawn making her first movie

2017 declarative to infinitive see SHEINELLE-JONES# Yeah. AL ROKER: Crazy weekend. So Saturday, I went to go see Dear Evan Hanson. And I took my son and some friends. And
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2017 declarative - see . GAVIN-MACLEOD# We watch the fights together. HODA-KOTB# You do? FRED-GRANDY# We always go see one when we're in different

shows. HODA-KOTB# We were hoping that we
2017 declarative - see in it because people made sure the tomato meter reviews are high enough before they go see a movie. I do that to myself. I make sure I'm

2017 imperative let's see " Well, we're really close to the peak now. Let's just go see it and then turn back around. Like, we can do this.

2017 declarative to infinitive see good chance to read what was on the sign. ACTOR-PLAYING-JENN# We backed up to go see the sign. ACTOR-PLAYING-JENN# 20
miles. ACTOR-PLAYING-JIM-# Yeah, that's not that

2017 declarative second person
singular see , it makes you make the wrong assumption and judge the wrong people and then go see how you did that. So that's what this beautiful piece of writing

2017 declarative be going to see you say to your mom? PARIS-DYLAN# I had said that I was going to go see a boyfriend that I was seeing at the time, that I had seen

2017 declarative be going to see Blake Griffin at some Clipper event, so I said, I'm going to go see Blake Griffin today, you know, exciting. DEBORAH-ROBERTS# (Voiceover) She's stunned

2017 declarative to infinitive see So you're saying that's sort of on her, that she went to go see him without knowing who he was. SHELLY-CHARTIER# Yeah, because I didn't

2017 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to see movie, " Loving "... Yeah, yeah,' 68. You should go see this moving, " Loving, " which is a Supreme Court case that

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to

find a small budget that it was -- unless he could do it or I could go find it in some reclaim place in Brooklyn -- ANTHONY-MASON# Yeah. GREG-BAXTROM# --
you

2017 interrogative will find does with it moving forward, can he stay on past 2022? Will he go find some other way to keep power in China? That's what a lot

2017 interrogative do find . PETER-VAN-SANT# You got to be kidding me. NADIA-FORD# No. PETER-VAN-SANT# Did you try
to go find her? NADIA-FORD# No. PETER-VAN-SANT# Why? NADIA-FORD# Because I would kill her.

2017 declarative want to find be like, you know what? I want to put this to use and go find out some information here? NICK-GIANNETTO- (09# 21:44): I did.

2017 imperative - buy going to just give -- I'm going to give a free commercial here. Go buy it today, everybody. You can find it online. JOHN-YANG# That appeared

2017 declarative - buy do then? TARIQ-FARID# I had to go back to plan B, which was go buy something you can afford. And it's probably run-down, and it -

2017 imperative - buy the workplace, to get to him. So people can see through that. Go buy Ivanka's stuff is what I would tell you. I'm going to

2017 imperative - buy going to just give -- I'm going to give a free commercial here. Go buy it today, everybody. You can find it online. NORAH-O'DONNELL# White House

2017 declarative to infinitive buy health care from their job but is out there working gets a tax benefit to go buy health insurance. That's what health savings accounts and tax credits are.

2017 declarative be going to buy the sharks. KEVIN O'LEARY (" SHARK TANK ") I'm going to go buy a $1,000 bottle of wine tonight and I'm going to drink it,

2017 declarative to infinitive take they pass away. It's hard. MARTIN-SMITH# She then was called away to go take care of a new severe malnutrition patient. A mother came in with her

2017 declarative want to take I have no idea. Every time I hear this story, I want to go take a shower, in part because Bill Cosby was such a role model for

2017 declarative to infinitive take Assyrians. And the way you replace them is you train Syrian opposition people to go take them on and eventually beat him because he has a poor
hand. CARLSON#

2017 declarative to infinitive take somebody probably would have said to me, you know, get a cutout to go take the meeting and see if there is any legitimacy to it. Once they

2017 declarative that
imperative

take wondering how things are going. PARIS-DYLAN# He was, like, telling me, go take a picture of this, go put his hat on, you know?

2017 declarative be going to take go ahead, finish your sentence. No, no, I was going to go take us somewhere else. I just, this is another tweet from Trump.

2017 declarative will/would sit into the past. Her mom Marty. MARTY-DIDRIKSEN- (0# 40:38): I'll go sit in the cemetery by myself for a little while. And of course Valentine

2017 declarative that
imperative

sit feel like this physical pain, like someone's telling me wear this thing and go sit in this box and think about what you've done. And I know

2017 declarative have to/ had
better

sit hard. But as long... (CROSSTALK) LEMON# That doesn't mean you have to go sit at the dinner table with your wife who he insulted. SINGLETON# No,
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2017 imperative - sit Twitter user told him to stop. Just stop and enjoy the game. GAYLE-KING# Go sit down, Neil deGrasse Tyson. But he sees science in everything and it

2017 imperative - sit high-five. But now do I need sanitizer? DR-MEHMET-OZ- (09# 28:20): Go sit with Sheinelle. Sheinelle, that's the apple picking. JENNA-BUSH-HAGER- (#

2017 declarative second person
singular

sit Trump. PRESIDENT-DONALD-T# Thank you, honey, thank you. (Inaudible) you go sit down, honey. Thank you very much. You see? You see

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to

sit he was like scram, scram, scram. He goes, you can just go sit down. I have had warmer interactions with Bill O'Reilly. Isn't it

2017 declarative tell O to do sit you have to cater to the white middle class, and they told him to go sit down somewhere, and look what happened. He understood. I feel your

2017 declarative will/would sit SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE ") Yes, of course, Mr. President, I'll go sit at my desk. GEORGE-STEPHANOPOU# (Off-camera) Big four years ahead for Alec
Baldwin and

2017 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

visit We're talking about. And he'll go back to Texas and everybody should go visit the Bush Center down there, because you can learn a lot about the

2017 declarative - visit - would have them up several times a year and - including Christmas and also go visit them in the city. And I sent the boy to Catholic school and

2017 declarative decide to/ has
determined to

visit , seeing people. But it took a really bad turn when they decided to go visit some friends on the west side of Chicago. There were these two sisters

2017 declarative love to visit looking it at night. TAMRON-HALL# Oh. AL ROKER: I would love to go visit that. that would be amazing. TAMRON-HALL# It's stunning. AL ROKER

2017 imperative - make going to be on the cover of anything. You're a catalog girl. Go make money. That's all you need do. And that's all you

2017 imperative - make early age to be the go-getter in a heterosexual relationship. Go get her. Go make the move, right? And women, on the flipside, are trained

2017 declarative to infinitive make neighborhood in Philadelphia, we're told they had to remove their bulletproof vest to go make an arrest because it would offend the community where they were
going into.

2017 declarative have to/ had
better

make a day. But I'm not talking on a phone. You have to go make a physical cold call into an office. GUY-RAZ# This is in New York

2017 interrogative to infinitive pick , is what would the Republicans say? Is it wise for Donald Trump to go pick a fight with Mitch McConnell, and say Mitch McConnell can't do his

2017 declarative to infinitive pick does not need a sanctuary cities or whatever they want to call themselves permission to go pick up anyone they want. HENRY# These are
Democrats. HERNANDEZ# Democrats and Republicans

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to get and there was a writing center there, which was a place where students could go get help on papers from other students. And we were trained in how to

2016 declarative will/would get , you would say, can you believe this happened? And then you would go get to tell that story to the audience? And Mr. Trump is such a

2016 declarative tell O to do get if I didn't like you as president, I can tell my brother to go get you. That's why they did that. Yeah. So I do

2016 declarative have to/ had
better get a foundation, if you're president of the United States then you have to go get a job, what are you gon na do, be a caddy!

2016 declarative have to/ had
better get set. Why are they doing that? And I was like we have to go get it. And a whole bunch of people lined up, and there were

2016 declarative can't get 102 hours to affect the outcome. And so the one thing you can't go get more of is time. And so each campaign has got to be very

2016 declarative have to/ had
better get I'm just wondering why it took them nine days to say, we better go get Fat Boy, get him down and safe. JOSH-ELLIOTT# Not so fat now

2016 declarative will/would get what to do with her, he couldn't turn her loose. She'd go get the police. DAVID-BEGNAUD# So he chained her up? REGINA-TAGUE# Mm-Hm. And

2016 declarative have to/ had
better get your stuff and take it off and wear it? You had to kind of go get it back? MICK-JAGGER: There's a couple of pieces in here now

2016 imperative - get Shepard, " you have to stay close, watch him in the AM. Go get' em. " And " put it on' em. " Finally

2016 declarative to infinitive get phone was dying and that he wanted a charger. She then went inside to go get that cell phone charger. She was inside only for a couple of minutes
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2016 declarative to infinitive get . And the only way to have a career is to go to college or go get some kind of a skill. For them, that looks like an awfully

2016 declarative tell O to do get in. I can say that I was standing there when people were told to go get a cup of coffee, go have breakfast. In about an hour you

2016 imperative - get dad's birthday. His dad just said, here's what I want. Go get it for me. And when David heard it, he loaned it to

2016 imperative let's get don't feel great, but I'm winning. Who cares? Let's go get a medal. And lo and behold, I walked out. In the

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to get And that's where, you know, you got Burger King and you can go get some McDonald's and go to Wal-Mart. And our town was a town

2016 declarative to infinitive get . Some people have gone out actually to a mountainside that's nearby Caracas to go get water out of the spring, bringing large jugs and taking it home.

2016 interrogative do get , I have an idea. Why don't we take a black break and go get some white yogurt? (CHEERING) TERRY-GROSS# (Laughter) That's a scene from

2016 imperative - get sell it for coke. GILLIAN-JACOBS# (As Mickey) Yeah, do it. Go get him, tiger. PAUL-RUST# (As Gus) Oh, my God,

2016 declarative will/would get And if it stays, beautiful. If it goes away, then I'll go get a job. SHANKAR-VEDANTAM# Have you spoken to neurologists who are skeptical about what

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to get And that's where, you know, you got Burger King and you can go get some McDonald's and got to Walmart. And our town was a town

2016 declarative get/have got
to do get to say, Kevin's passed out in the woods and you've got to go get him. So they called an ambulance. I had - I had a

2016 imperative let's get unite. Actually, it makes them dig in their heels. GUILFOYLE# Let's go get in the air-conditioned tent. PERINO# If they can get Trump -- if they

2016 imperative - get No, but we're heading there. GUTFELD# Let's do that. JENKINS# Go get' em. GUTFELD# So Steve, I know this is a very dumb

2016 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to get They know where every voter is and they know where the voters they need to go get registered are. They're going to be out there in early voting.

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to get so proud of me, he had his Medicare card, that now he could go get healthcare and not have to pay for it. I mean that was a

2016 declarative get/have got
to do get at her. Look, look, look, then she goes, got to go get them. MARGARET-BRENNAN# I'm glad. GAYLE-KING# Got to get the children.

2016 imperative let's get Let's go. You can't be here. MONICA-OLSEN- (home# Let's go get your backpack. OLYA-BANAR# Showing these videos to everyone saying, look, I

2016 interrogative can't get Where is it? Honestly, the guy's in prison. Can't somebody go get it? TROY-ROBERTS# Do you have any sympathy for
Monica? EMILIO-GUGLIELMELL# No. she

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to get . CHARLIE-ROSE: Okay. COREY-LEWANDOWSKI# You guys are the investigative journal. You can go get it done. Get it done and then Mister Trump will

release those taxes
2016 imperative - get today.com reached out to the family and it is real. Get that uppercut. Go get them. Take him out, Rocky. Let's get a check of

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to get rifles out there already, and a hardened terrorist is going to be able to go get one. Unless some Democrat wants to go and say we need to collect

2016 declarative be going to get . AL ROKER: Oh, Leonardo DiCaprio, he and I are going to go get some Metamucil, it will be great. Anyway, let's show you

2016 imperative - get idea of the show. Remember when he goes to Paris and rescues her, go get her girl and he runs to Paris and gets her and saves her.

2016 declarative to infinitive get : Sending George -- WILLIE-GEIST# No. AL ROKER: -- or sending Luke to go get -- NATALIE-MORALES# No. AL ROKER: -- a pack of cigarettes and a

2016 imperative - get here. Where's your money? ACTOR-PORTRAYING-E# It's in the back. ACTOR-PORTRAYING-V# Go get it. Go. Get the money. Help him. Help him.

2016 imperative - get Shepard, " you have to stay close, watch him in the AM. Go get' em. " And " put it on' em. " Finally

2016 imperative - get (Off-camera) There were all these text messages that Mike Dixon was sending to you " go get' em, " " whip and spur. " So those text messages

2016 declarative ask O to do get so I gave him the characteristics of a human, and I asked him to go get help. ACTOR-PORTRAYING-D# Taz. Taz. I'm hurt. Taz, I

2016 imperative - get here. Where's your money? ACTOR-PORTRAYING-E# It's in the back. ACTOR-PORTRAYING-V# Go get it. Go. Get the money. Help him. Help him.
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2016 declarative be going to get get out early, and I texted Nicole, wondering if she was gon na go get the kids. We still believed that the school was going to be the

2016 declarative to infinitive get even still on the ground. Nicole, I know her plan was still to go get the kids. She was gon na wake up, take a shower,

2016 declarative be going to get okay. You're safe. It's okay. ACTOR-PORTRAYING-M# I'm gon na go get a stretcher. ACTOR-PORTRAYING-A# Okay. Can I hug him? Oh, baby,

2016 imperative - get already, though. He doesn't need to hang in anymore. Bernie, go get a nosh. Enjoy your life now. Get out. And here,

2016 declarative to infinitive get they parted ways. As it turns out, forever. DONTHE-LUCAS# She went to go get some snacks, something to eat,' cause she was hungry. And

2016 declarative to infinitive get then went inside the store to grab something to eat. DONTHE-LUCAS# She went to go get some snacks, like something to eat,' cause she was hungry.

2016 imperative - get need a moment. I have three kids, at the seven. Let me go get, you know, so I'm getting my nails done. And I

2016 interrogative did see the emcee. When Alan Cumming started doing the role in revivals, did you go see him and... JOEL-GREY# I did. TERRY-GROSS# What was it like for you

2016 declarative to infinitive see guilty of allowing my kids -- they're traveling right now, actually, to go see their grandmother. They each have a tablet. Likely I'm so guilty

2016 declarative want to see a Q&A, too. You do? Yeah. See, I want to go see you. Yeah, she's really good. You just missed her.

2016 declarative second person
singular see the other. And again, you take your chances. You know, you go see Joy, you go see me, you go see Amy, you do

2016 declarative second person
singular see , you take your chances. You know, you go see Joy, you go see me, you go see Amy, you don't know necessary what you

2016 declarative second person
singular see . You know, you go see Joy, you go see me, you go see Amy, you don't know necessary what you're going to get.

2016 declarative to infinitive see for? JANE-KRAKOWSKI# Out of those? the comedy one would be super fun to go see but I want to see all of those. TAMRON-HALL# Yeah. Are you

2016 declarative do see up, getting off the bus. You wan na boycott something, don't go see the movies that don't have your representation in them. That's the

2016 interrogative do see did he do about it? Did he talk to the chaplain? Did he go see the inspector general? Did he try and see any of the superior officers

2016 declarative to infinitive see downtown with restaurants and with not just a shopping mall. It was amazing to go see how many parts of the country are attracting really ambitious, really well-
educated

2016 declarative used to see watching Heath. You know, I used to sneak out of my house and go see his band play. And they were playing songs by Bowie. You know

2016 declarative to infinitive see in the movement. He had a real passion for science. He went to go see a guru. And he decided to drop out of college and become this

2016 declarative will/would see corpsman came from. So I promised I would, however long it took, go see where they're from, where they're buried. And I've done

2016 interrogative do see the MC. When Alan Cumming started doing the role in revivals, did you go see him? JOEL-GREY# I did. TERRY-GROSS# What was it like for you to

2016 declarative second person
singular see are important. But maybe it's a little too early. But then you go see these rallies, that Sarah pointed out today, the rally in Daytona Beach

2016 declarative get/have got
to do see Rocky movie. WILLIAMS# Oh, see? You told me I've got to go see it. OK- " One-More-Thing# It's time now for " One More Thing

2016 declarative want to see seems a little steep. GAYLE-KING# Do not ask me. Would you want to go see it, Daniel? DANIEL-RADCLIFFE: I would. I probably will read it

2016 interrogative to infinitive see the way to the bank. NORAH-O'DONNELL# Yeah. GAYLE-KING# But people will want to go see that show. CHARLIE-ROSE:
Absolutely. NORAH-O'DONNELL# Absolutely. CHARLIE-ROSE: When --

2016 declarative to infinitive see clear out the house to make sure no one was in there, and to go see who was alive and who was not alive. GARY-HENDERSON# Any crime scene that

2016 declarative want to see 's down and filed in the federal elections office, and if people want to go see it, they can see it. And, obviously, all of your

2016 declarative be going to see She's fifty years old from Annapolis, Maryland, where I'm going to go see my mom this weekend. TONY-DANZA# Say hi for me. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# I
will.

2016 declarative to infinitive see new destinations to the Western world, there's a big rush for people to go see places like Myanmar or Cuba or the Arctic before it's too late,
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2016 declarative can't see movie. They let me buy the cassette, but no, you can't go see the movie. And just get that how dangerous we thought he was.

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to see the story. TAMRON-HALL# Well, if you need a break, we can

all go see Sky. NATALIE-MORALES# Yes. NORMAN-REEDUS# Go see Sky. TAMRON-HALL# We can have
2016 declarative can/could/be

able to see mean, we have the luxury of living in New York City, we can go see Broadway shows but unless, you know, if you live all over the

2016 interrogative be going to see you, you got ta wait a little bit longer. Who's gon na go see it? Alright. This is great. We've got Mark here.

2016 interrogative to infinitive see to my eight-year-old. You know, like he's never going to get to go see him in concert? How'd he take the news? Did... MELISSA-JOAN-HART#

2016 declarative will/would see was about the time I was 15 years old - I'd sneak out and go see the band. And, you know, of course, everybody's underage

2016 declarative to infinitive see . If there's something going on next door, I will call somebody to go see. I'm not going myself. Now here's my question. And

2016 declarative - find on it and wag his finger on national TV, maybe, just maybe go find the pope or somebody that's been on his knees in a chapel for

2016 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

find court. So if you are going to keep that equilibrium, you need to go find the second most conservative person in the country and replace Scalia with him or

2016 imperative - find She claims that there's four and a half million dollars overseas. Okay. Go find it. His second wife, oh, there's twenty million dollars overseas

2016 imperative - find it. His second wife, oh, there's twenty million dollars overseas. Go find it. How come nobody's finding it? Seriously. Where is it

2016 declarative to infinitive find know who's missing, yeah. SCOTT-PELLEY# You ever send a team out to go find somebody who's out on the street? BRUCE-DAVIS# That's -- that's

2016 declarative be going to find . What in that file made you say, huh, I'm going to go find the pictures and the hard copy of this file? ADAM-GIBSON# Just the general

2016 declarative decide to/ has
determined to

find Val Limesand; photo of Brad Holzer) KEITH-MORRISON- (vo# So Val decided to go find that new boyfriend Susie had a date with. The last person to be

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to

find ? If he wanted to go out and sleep around with people, he could go find people on the north side or people where he's from. It just

2016 imperative let's find very favorite spot of mine, Frank Pepe's Pizza. So, let's go find my date. Hi, how's it going? And finally, almost

2016 declarative to infinitive buy . DYLAN-DREYER# There's this funny story. There was this guy who went to go buy beer. And he didn't have his I.D. on him. So

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to

buy B is those of us who are consumers who might use those cards can then go buy the cards that other people have turned in. So get a hundred-dollar iTunes

2016 interrogative do buy a look. (Excerpt from Harry) DYLAN-DREYER# No. Where do you go buy a squirrel? HARRY-CONNICK-JR. # I can't go -- I didn't say

2016 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

buy way. BOBCAT-GOLDTHWAIT# Yeah. BILL-KURTIS# Yeah, you did. BOBCAT-GOLDTHWAIT# You need to go buy a Powerball ticket. What are the
odds? REESE-FORGIE# Yeah, right?

2016 imperative - buy song with Kathie Lee and Hoda in our next hour. Download the album. Go buy it at your local record shop. TAMRON-HALL# Yes. WILLIE-GEIST# Guys,
congrats.

2016 imperative - buy a Russian island -- NATALIE-MORALES# Mm-Hm. AL ROKER: -- Russian dressing -- WILLIE-GEIST# Go buy it. AL ROKER:
-- buy it. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah. AL ROKER

2016 declarative - take 's in conflict - is human and female, it just evolved. The characters go take you along in the story, and that sort of the sense that she

2016 declarative decide to/ has
determined to

take , that in a somewhat drugged state and it's late, she decided to go take a bath. And because she's drugged, she kind of passes out

2016 declarative want to take rich because you're a public servant. You know, if you want to go take the risk and build a business, that's totally different. TODD# But

2016 declarative tell O to do sit of allergic to boredom, allergic to the obvious. If you tell them to go sit in that chair, they're going to sit in another chair. So

2016 imperative - sit ? A little downward dog. Some yoga. FRANCIS# Oh, my goodness. GUTFELD# Go sit on a matchbox. PERINO# All right. You can hear it behind. They

2016 imperative - sit charge was a revelation, nearly fifty years ago of this Benedictine monk -- EDWIN-LEAHY# Go sit down. SCOTT-PELLEY- (voic# -- headmaster Edwin
Leahy. EDWIN-LEAHY# It's a population
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2016 interrogative would visit has been taking care of my mother-in-law who has severe dementia. And would you go visit them? And so I did. And I got there and there was

2016 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

visit who live off the grid. My producers got this great idea, I should go visit a real life prepper in the woods. The kind I won't tell

2016 declarative to infinitive visit her to rest. She deserves to be honored and we deserve a place to go visit her. DAVID-MUIR# (Off-camera) And right here tonight, a major new development.

2016 declarative have to/ had
better

make to take the responsibilities. They have to take the assignments and they have to go make them work, and when we shortcut that, that's a huge mistake

2016 imperative - make United States. Don't just fly that big jet in and land it and go make a big speech and insult everybody you can think of. JUDY-WOODRUFF# Clinton's

2016 declarative to infinitive make group of people that you care about most, and you're getting ready to go make a big presentation for work, and someone's yelling at the top of

2016 interrogative do make don't you comment on this since you start -- GUILFOYLE# Why don't you go make some copy? (LAUGHTER) GUTFELD# No matter what happens with this,
this is

2016 interrogative why not pick I mean, honestly, why are you doing it? I mean why not go pick apples in Washington State? Why are you consuming $62,000 a year of this

2016 declarative be going to pick childhood until now. So I'd like to start. I'm going to go pick a picture. I'm going to find you young, and I'll

2015 imperative - get BILLY-BUSH# Can I have a drink and some chicken please or something? KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Anything-- go get in the kitchen. Get whatever you want.
Put on your thinking caps

2015 imperative - get WILLIE-GEIST# Okay. Sure. Wrangler, Wrangler, go Wrangler--
Wrangler-- CARSON-DALY# Wrangler, go get him. SAXON-EASTMAN# Yes. CARSON-DALY# Go get Uncle Willie. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah,

2015 imperative - get , go Wrangler-- Wrangler-- CARSON-DALY# Wrangler, go get him. SAXON-EASTMAN# Yes. CARSON-DALY# Go get Uncle
Willie. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah, yeah, yeah. Yes. Yes,

2015 declarative be going to get get back in the car. We're going to get out of here and go get help. (Car in meadow at night; car dashboard) KEITH-MORRISON-

2015 declarative be going to get to do something to protect his kids. CHAD-WALLIN-REED- (# I'm going to go get the sons of bitches. I'm going f------ get their license plate or

2015 declarative be going to get he said before he got in the truck was, " I'm going to go get those sons of bitches, " and he meant it. (Town-of-Quincy) KEITH-MORRISON- (

2015 declarative to infinitive get backs up out of the driveway and we start driving down our dirt road to go get down to Wildcat Canyon because that's where civilization is. I finally look

2015 declarative to infinitive get A little Mila bossing the one-time leader of the free world-- NATALIE-MORALES# Jefe. WILLIE-GEIST# --to go get her
some-- JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# Jefe, tea. Tea. Tea party. WILLIE-GEIST# Oh

2015 declarative have to/ had
better get in its first couple of pages it prioritized when the United States would have to go get involved. And it started with the natural ones, when there's a

2015 imperative - get wonderful marine biology program. And it's where she really wanted to go. Go get it. TROY-ROBERTS- (voic# And while attending UNH as a day student,

2015 declarative need to get go have a smoke. And I was like, you don't need to go get high. ERIN-MORIARTY- (voi# As Jenna and Joel were leaving the party,

2015 declarative get/have got
to do get the end of the driveway. And he said, well, we got to go get it. NIKKI-BURDICK# Eight-o-five on September 12th. That is the time that will

2015 imperative let's get polls. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# This is the poll flab child (ph), let's go get them. DICKERSON- (voice-o# The other reason is that candidates like Jeb Bush

2015 imperative let's get phone. DINO-GUGLIELMELLI-# Come on. Let's go. MONICA-OLSEN- (home# Let's go get your backpack. OLYA-BANAR# Showing these videos to
everyone saying, look, I

2015 interrogative can't get Where is it? Honestly, the guy's in prison. Can't somebody go get it? TROY-ROBERTS# Do you have any sympathy for
Monica? EMILIO-GUGLIELMELL# No. she

2015 imperative - get Island, where I grew up from birth until I was eight years old. Go get it. The hard memories outweigh the good memories because I am accused of

2015 declarative ask O to do get a measly $200. So he comes to the apartment and asks his mother to go get him a sandwich and a soda. She comes back 15 minutes later to

2015 declarative to infinitive get to be in her 60s. He orders his mother out into the cold to go get him a sandwich? We also learned, Frank... MORANO# That's correct

2015 declarative to infinitive get you know. GRACE# When -- no. No. He sent her out to go get a sandwich, period. And that is documented. There are security cameras
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2015 declarative second person

singular get cards and a skimmer. He's trying to get your ATM information when you go get cash, all right? So what were you saying about his depression and

2015 declarative will/would get cops. If somebody got your car, just call the cops. They will go get it for you. PINSKY# Now, the still image of this woman,

2015 declarative be going to get think that their jobs all went to China, he says he's going to go get them back, like he's going to go in his Trump Air and

2015 declarative be going to get think that their jobs all went to China, he says he's going to go get them back, like he's going to go in his Trump Air and

2015 declarative be going to get get them back, like he's going to go in his Trump Air and go get them and bring them all back. So he does a cord that way

2015 imperative - get you get a lot of Democrats and especially the feminist left who say, " Go get' em, girl! " GUTFELD# Yes. But that was -- but

2015 interrogative can't get You mean lady. GUTFELD# So out of context. WILLIAMS# Can't say " Go get' em, girl "? That's not OK? GUILFOYLE# We'll

2015 declarative to infinitive get cup. You have a sip. You go to the next room meaning to go get - refill your coffee, and you find yourself in the next room not

2015 declarative might get . So you're really limited as a space constraint. And so you might go get more space, but you have to remember in this line of business,

2015 declarative will/would get He was 25. IGNATIUS# When I left, I swore to myself that I'll go get my degree, and I'll come back to my country. LULU-MILLER# Yeah

2015 declarative encourage O
to do get out and having a good time. We encouraged them to take their kids to go get some ice cream after a game, even when we lost. But mostly

2015 declarative try to get always remembered was her being caught, you know, and she was trying to go get help. But, in the end, she did get help, but

2015 declarative have to/ had
better get on the side of the road in his wheelchair. And we had to just go get him and move him into assisted living, so she kept all of his

2015 declarative - get four-year college is not for every young person. I know some young people who go get a certificate from a community college in a particular discipline, and they
will

2015 declarative will/would get Eric. Eric and I are friends. If I want Eric, I will go get him. And it's the same thing with either instrument. We all

2015 declarative be going to get on. And I'm like, oh, God, I'm gon na go get some milk. Eww. NAYA-RIVERA# What does he even say? ROSIE O'DONNELL (

2015 declarative have to/ had
better get more details, specifically about that shovel Bravo purchased. MICHAEL-ANGELO# I would have to go get the shovel to, copycat that murder to make it look

like somebody else
2015 declarative be going to get my classes done, I also had a set idea that I'm gon na go get her back. If it keep telling myself, you can do this,

2015 declarative to infinitive get So I need, so my resolution was to go to the doctor, to go get my mammogram, to go get my cholesterol checked. I have heart disease

2015 declarative to infinitive get resolution was to go to the doctor, to go get my mammogram, to go get my cholesterol checked. I have heart disease in my family, which kills

2015 imperative - get But if an older man dates a younger woman it's like, yeah, go get it, you know. ROSIE O'DONNELL (" THE VIEW ") Right

2015 declarative to infinitive get room. MATTHEW-SCHEIDT# One of the techs had to run out of the room to go get something and I was told to take over CPR by a
physician. MATT-GUTMAN#

2015 declarative have to/ had
better get ), and faint. My grandmother, who was the person that had to go get them when they fainted, she would, you know, she would get

2015 declarative to infinitive get where our social awkwardness takes over. Like, I never have to leave to go get groceries because every time I see the grocery person I'm scared to see

2015 imperative - get , boys, hello. Are you okay, Whoopi? Mommy, mommy, go get your boys. Go get your boys. You know, boys do what

2015 imperative let's get You're not, you're not a, get in the, let's go get a... I, I get into...... the ocean?... I

2015 imperative let's get that's somebody that I greatly admire. I'm with you. Let's go get her. Oh, go with Condi. I'd go with Condoleezza.

2015 declarative want to get , like any excuse I would say to my kids, unlike you want to go get a snowball, how about the venues. SPURLOCK# People often say a date

2015 declarative to infinitive get talks a big game about wanting to go with boots on the ground, and go get after ISIS, and all the rest of it, yet they're not
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2015 declarative - get a while. So, again, it's that confidence. It's that go get' em personality and people believe in that and think that he's going

2015 imperative - get we have radio hosts on the right to go, " Oh, yeah. Go get him. " And they give you all the rhetoric, but you say

2015 declarative to infinitive see cities around the country-- NATALIE-MORALES# Mm-Hm. WILLIE-GEIST# --admission is free for public school students to go see Selma today. AL
ROKER: That's right. WILLIE-GEIST# Which is such

2015 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to see be the kind of rap man that would let an audience know maybe we should go see someone else perform. MATT-LAUER# Yeah. TAMRON-HALL# That's cute.

And a
2015 declarative to infinitive see yeah. CRAIG-ROBINSON# Hot Tub Time Machine 2 comes out soon. For you to go see it, you've got to leave, got to leave your room.

2015 declarative second person
singular see So I said to Thomas, why don't you just go? You just go see if you can get to it and see what's left. (

2015 interrogative can see back. NATALIE-MORALES# He's back. They're like, mom, can we go see it? JESSICA-SHAW# Yeah. Well the last one in 2009, the original

2015 declarative to infinitive see And good for the family. And it's also a good family show to go see. KELSEY-GRAMMER# It's
extraordinary-- NORAH-O'DONNELL# Yeah. KELSEY-GRAMMER# --for families. I mean

2015 declarative - see go to and do an activity that is fun, go to the theater, go see a movie, go to watch a parade that's coming through your town

2015 declarative tell O to do see opposite of you, that doesn't look like you, you tell them to go see this movie so that you can start that conversation there, and then roll

2015 declarative be going to see Yemen is in crisis, it's right next door. I'm going to go see King Salman. frankly, under the circumstances, it was clearly the right

2015 declarative to infinitive see come to us. Our news organizations pay us -- pay for our freight to go see them. I don't know why entertainment TV gets them free on the

2015 declarative get/have got
to do see California. I have got to go to a fundraiser and I have got to go see Jimmy Kimmel. " YORK# and after the Michael Brown thing became -- it was

2015 declarative do see . And by the way, if you want to protest something, don't go see the movie. You protest by not paying for it. That's a

2015 declarative to infinitive see or four minutes - to this one cul-de-sac that was on fire, just to go see what was going on. And when we got there, there was smoke

2015 declarative - see . So that was one of those weeks. And I always wanted to just go see the gorillas when that happened,
so... (SOUNDBITE-OF-MUSIC) DAWN-PRINCE-HUGHES# The gorilla I was

2015 imperative let's see like, someone goes, look, there's this girl. Let's just go see her. She's at an amusement park with her mom. We know

2015 declarative be going to see 's not good. Imagine how they must feel. No one's going to go see it. PETE-DOCTER# Oh, I know and it's... TERRY-GROSS# Do you

2015 declarative want to see task. MARC-MARON# Right. BARACK-OBAMA# And if he - if the family wanted to go seeMichelle's brother play basketball - it was before the ADA, the
Americans

2015 declarative want to see 'd talk to me and everything, and then I determine whether I want to go see them or not. Or if I'm on the streets, you can

2015 declarative tell O to do see . It was so carefully researched. JOHN-TURTURRO, -Act# I told my father to go see it because I was interested in movies. Marlon Brando was in it.

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to see reason that they're -- you can -- members of Congress and their staffs can go see these matters right now, but the reason that they're so tightly controlled

2015 declarative recommend O
to do see sobbing in my bed. I saw it three times. I recommend everyone to go see that movie. It was nominated for best original song. Okay. ROSIE

2015 declarative have to/ had
better see the stars of the most fantastic movie, " Selma, " you have to go see it. They're here right after this. Happy Martin Luther King Day

2015 declarative to infinitive see Barry Manilow when he's on. Right? And I don't wan na go see Linkin Park. So we have to each make amends. We have to

2015 declarative have to/ had
better see to go outside, and to, but I had to. I had to go see what was in the mailbox. ROSIE O'DONNELL (" THE VIEW ")

2015 imperative - see have known something. I don't know anything about this nice young man. Go see the movies you want to see. You're a grown-ass man. You

2015 imperative let's see France. MICHELLE-WILLIAMS# What parent says, come on, little Joey, let's go see " Fifty Shades of Grey " and you're 12, what parent wants
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2015 declarative want to see " Fifty Shades of Grey " and you're 12, what parent wants to go see " Fifty Shades of Grey " with their kids? Someone who, someone

2015 declarative - see the Hollywood Bowl and it was amazing. I have a rule that when I go see him or anyone I love, I don't touch my phone because I

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to see once, when they come down, you know. My mother said you can go see " The Nutcracker Suite, " you got money to go? I say

2015 imperative let's see hey, she ain't going to be back for a while, let's go see " The Nutcracker. " And the good Whoopi said oh, I would

2015 declarative be going to see can play these sports, you've got to show that you're going to go see them. You've got to show folks what needs to be done.

2015 declarative have to/ had
better see Hello. All right, so before we let you talk, everyone has to go see this movie. This movie is hilarious. If you are married, if

2015 declarative to infinitive see up to see Bernie Sanders in huge numbers, because there's actually somebody to go see. Listen, he was on George's
program... GEORGE-STEPHANOPOU# (Off-camera) About a

2015 declarative - see well. Yes. And, and Jake Gyllenhaal did a fabulous job. Everybody go see it on Friday. Yes. It's a great day for boxing.

2015 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to see . O'SHEA JACKSON JR. (" STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON ") Every politician should go see " Straight Outta Compton. " Everybody in the world should

go see "
2015 declarative should/ ought

to/ need to see politician should go see " Straight Outta Compton. " Everybody in the world should go see " Straight Outta Compton " to understand why we are here right now
with

2015 interrogative want to see The View. " It's like Black Friday. What made you want to go see the Pope today? What was it that really pulled you in? MS-BUBNIS#

2015 declarative would see out that this conspiracy to kill me. And my mother, she would never go seemy dad (INAUDIBLE) without me. Never. I come home,

2015 imperative let's see ride. OK. Right? Good. I don't know. Let's go see it. Come on. Get -- let's get going. Who is

2015 declarative to infinitive see was in New York, in Times Square, last night. I went to go see " An American in Paris. " And there was actually an alert that

2015 declarative to infinitive see " And I had the same issue as you last night. I went to go see " On Your Feet, " right, that's the name? "

2015 declarative second person
singular

find I need someone new. She comes to you and says okay, well you go find her and you did. NOA-MINTZ- (Nannies# I did. So I realized

2015 imperative - find house, it was the animals, it was the horses. You know, go find them and see, you know, if they're okay. And,

2015 declarative to infinitive find really important that people understand. There are tons of tools on the internet to go find insurance, whether it's life, whether it's health, whether it

2015 imperative - find the government doesn't want us to pick up our rifle then defend us. Go find out who burned the church in Birmingham, Alabama. VLADIMIR-DUTHIERS# In
his thirties

2015 imperative - find She claims that there's four and a half million dollars overseas. Okay. Go find it. His second wife, oh, there's twenty million dollars overseas

2015 imperative - find it. His second wife, oh, there's twenty million dollars overseas. Go find it. How come nobody's finding it? Seriously. Where is it

2015 imperative let's find until we found her. FRANK-BIRGFELD# Let's go. Come on, let's go find Paige. ERIN-MORIARTY- (voi# Frank Birgfeld never stopped searching for his
daughter. FRANK-BIRGFELD#

2015 declarative will/would find would have to pay you for that parking space, no. I would just go find something else. I'd find that rude. I would not pay you

2015 declarative - find do it. ROSIE O'DONNELL (" THE VIEW ") Yeah. And they go find another mountain. They're, it's like adrenaline. ROSIE O'DONNELL (

2015 declarative be going to find of my idea to kill myself. In a way, I was gon na go find a spot, and I was gon na mark my tomb and I was

2015 declarative be going to find what? There's so much beauty in the world. We're going to go find some more, and then we'll come back with more Hot Topics.

2015 imperative let's find reason at all is a problem. So what I say is, let's go find that... I don't think that's actually, we have to keep

2015 declarative to infinitive find happen. Every single time I'm in a relationship she takes me somewhere to go find someone that she thinks is better. I love the statement that parents say

2015 interrogative can buy let's-- let's say hello. Why pay a real baby when you can just go buy one? HODA-KOTB# Yeah, because American Sniper, you know, used a
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2015 declarative second person

singular
buy people. A skimmer is like a little recorder. You know, when you go buy something at the store, they scan your credit card on a machine and

2015 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

buy of Texas. UNIDENTIFIED-FEMAL# Gas is really expensive, too. WATTERS# You need to go buy a
Prius. UNIDENTIFIED-FEMAL# No. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# What the hell is this? UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# Prius. WATTERS#

2015 declarative be going to buy Ghazi finally decides to put his own foot down. GHAZI-AL-BULIWI# We're going to go buy a wedding dress the next day. If she asks for an expensive wedding

2015 declarative allow O to do buy more and more extreme. And there was one moment where Brian was allowed to go buy a car, where he met Melinda Ledbetter, a woman who was basically

2015 declarative used to buy Because I grew up seeing it that way. Like, my mom used to go buy a dress, hide it. She was that woman. You know what

2015 declarative will/would buy to go to Syria, he said this, quote, " I will just go buy a machine gun, an AK-47, go out and shoot all police.

2015 declarative have to/ had
better

take get there, you get the bottle there and you decide, I have to go take a sip, so-- SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# And finally say keep style simple. Don't

2015 declarative will/would take He'll start say, oh, look, I got compliments, I'll go take out the trash now. Now, I will go do this. And

2015 imperative let's take TAMRON-HALL# Yeah. NATALIE-MORALES# We like-- we like bacon in the skillet. WILLIE-GEIST# Let's go take a nap while we watch
that. NATALIE-MORALES# Yeah. TAMRON-HALL# Oh, is

2015 declarative - take -- you know, what I do when I want to cool down is I go take a walk. So I'd want, like, you know someone,

2015 declarative to infinitive take to do. It's not like we put a team on the ground to go take samples and collect a body to identify who they were. So, you

2015 declarative - take they'll do that in the morning, and then by the evening when I go take a shower, all the towels have been used and they're on her

2015 imperative - sit and holding hands over there. I mean, it's not natural. PATRON# Go sit over there. JOHN QUIONES (ABC NEWS) (Voiceover) This couple has no

2015 imperative - sit What were you thinking? PATRON# If you don't wan na watch it then go sit in someplace else in the restaurant. JOHN QUIONES (ABC NEWS) (Off-camera)

2015 declarative - visit (inaudible), when we find out information they make about people, we go visit them. We sit down and say, " You know, OK,

2015 declarative to infinitive make CROWD-(in-unison)# Hi, Natalie. (Cross-talking) NATALIE-MORALES# Hi, guys. Are you ready to go make sweat sexy? That's what our first workout
promised to do. 305

2015 declarative that
imperative

make really care about his mom either. If you think about it, he said go make me a sandwich and he shoot his dad. I mean that is so

2015 declarative will/would make . One hundred percent ok. Ladies and gentlemen, thank you. We'll go make a speech and then you go home. Have a good time, ok

2015 declarative to infinitive make group of people that you care about most, and you're getting ready to go make a big presentation for work, and someone's yelling at the top of

2015 declarative be going to make time. And then it just sort of lined up that he was going to go make that movie and be unavailable to direct this one. And I kind of

2015 declarative have to/ had
better

make there to win the elections. MARGARET-WARNER# Luggage importer Ztafrir Salomon said Netanyahu has to go make Israel's case. ZTAFRIR-SALOMON,
-I# Bibi totally understands what he is doing

2015 declarative have to/ had
better

make home. I was, like, watch this, honey. Mommy has to go make something, for, I mean... Right.... yeah, there's

2015 interrogative to infinitive pick cherish the most. LAURA-BUSH# Right here is your favorite part. You want to go pick a book? JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# With a visit to a New York public
library where

2015 declarative get/have got
to do

pick , we have got people at 6 Chalang (ph). You got to go pick them up. It was the deputy CIA station chief's apartment building.

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

make thinking, " Well, maybe I could go back and one of us could go make a phone call. One of us could go back and help. "

2014 imperative - get , and get a picket fence on your (censored by network) house. Go get a minivan (censored by network) sell all your toys, get fat

2014 imperative - get (PH) said Ana was loud and abusive. REAGAN# She tells him, " Go get a (censored by network) cab. " RYAN-SMITH# (Voiceover) In Ana's

2014 declarative will/would get to wear them and be proud of my product. So I thought I would go get a lift and implants and everything would be fine. NEAL-KARLINSKY# (Voiceover) She
says
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2014 interrogative do get ) shirt. He's gon na look fly regardless. JOHN-QUINONES# (Off-camera) Do I go get him? JOHN-QUINONES# (Voiceover) Before she flies off the handle,

time to tell
2014 imperative - get return the money. JOHN-QUINONES# (Off-camera) All right, let's go. Let's go get him. We're gon na go get him. JOHN-QUINONES# (Voiceover) And now

2014 declarative be going to get , let's go. Let's go get him. We're gon na go get him. JOHN-QUINONES# (Voiceover) And now the bomb goes off. He doesn't

2014 declarative second person
singular

get JEREMY# Well, I got my truck all ready. MARTHA-CRADDOCK# Well, you just go get in your truck and go. You're not taking this girl off to

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get you can have breaks and go to the bathroom and you can have breaks and go get something to eat. And there's more activity and there's more conflict

2014 declarative will/would get ? AZ# Yeah, absolutely. MARY# I, they're... AZ# I'll go get them. MARY#... on the passenger seat. AZ# Absolutely. LEAH-ROTHFRITZ# Excuse

2014 declarative will/would get more details, specifically about that shovel Bravo purchased. MICHAEL-ANGELO# I would have to go get the shovel to, copycat that murder to make it look
like somebody else

2014 declarative be going to get my classes done, I also had a set idea that I'm gon na go get her back. If it keep telling myself, you can do this,

2014 declarative will/would get , monster truck. I'm like, yeah, all right, we'll go get a truck. So we left. But you know, child psychologists,

2014 imperative - get available if you order it from England. So if you're a freak, go get it. We'll see you tomorrow everybody. Peace out.

2014 imperative - get with the big nose. DONOVAN# Why don't you have a chin? Just go get a chin. Buy one at Wal-Mart or something like that. (

2014 declarative make o do get SOPHIA-BUSH# --not great. HODA-KOTB# Uh-huh. SOPHIA-BUSH# And I had-- they-- they made me go get a CAT scan. And when I got to the ER, they
put

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get this country. And when Jim Cramer is talking about the places where you can go get a job out of high school driving a truck for $90,000 a year,

2014 declarative be going to get get back in the car. We're going to get out of here and go get help. (Car in meadow at night; car dashboard) KEITH-MORRISON-

2014 declarative be going to get to do something to protect his kids. CHAD-WALLIN-REED- (# I'm going to go get the sons of bitches. I'm going f****** (EXPLETIVE DELETED) get

2014 declarative be going to get last words he said before he got in the truck was I'm going to go get those sons of bitches, and he meant it. (Town-of-Quincy) KEITH-MORRISON- (vo#

2014 imperative - get confrontations in NASCAR sometimes after a wreck. NATALIE-MORALES# It's very passionate. WILLIE-GEIST# Go get out and talk to each other. But it's
usually not actually on

2014 imperative - get . (Todd Caldwell; police car on dirt road) TODD-CALDWELL- (rec# Go get him. Go get him. Now. (Man walking in residential

2014 imperative - get Caldwell; police car on dirt road) TODD-CALDWELL- (rec# Go get him. Go get him. Now. (Man walking in residential neighborhoods) LESTER-HOLT- (

2014 imperative - get to take the suspect down. TODD-CALDWELL- (911# That (expletive deleted). Go get him. Go get him. Now. (Exterior of residence;

2014 imperative - get and already had a suspect. TODD-CALDWELL- (rec# That (expletive deleted). Go get him. Go get him. Now. (Fence; photo of

2014 imperative - get fifty-six-year-old disabled army veteran named Brian Tate. TODD-CALDWELL# I just remember saying, " Go get him. Go get him. Now. " And I thought, "

2014 interrogative need to get his parents-- no lawyers. DOUG-TECHEL# I remember saying, " Do we need to go get a lawyer? " LORRAINE-UEHLING-T# He was adamant. He said, " No.

2014 imperative - get Lisa Techel was murdered, Brian Tate had been targeted as a suspect. TODD-(recording)# Go get him. Go get him,
now. (Photo-of-Brian-Tate) DENNIS-MURPHY- (voi# And he

2014 imperative - get Island, where I grew up from birth until I was eight years old. Go get it. The hard memories outweigh the good memories because I am accused of

2014 imperative - get just said, hey, let's just go to Jamba Juice. Let's go get a Jamba Juice. So, we get there. We order. Go

2014 imperative - get of a sudden, you know, it's like, well, let's go get married then. So it-- it didn't seem strange at all to me.

2014 declarative didn't get I had to support my daughter. And I'm mad because I didn't go get her, because if I went and got her, this wouldn't have

2014 declarative didn't get , I gave him the gun. And the Saturday before, I didn't go get her like I wanted to. That would have stopped it. He would
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 54
2014 declarative to infinitive get walking past like Buffalo Wild Wings and all these places and I just went to go get my bag, and I realized I never gone through Customs. And then

2014 declarative to infinitive get without ever going through it. So, anybody who didn't a bag to go get had already, gone through. So, I went back and they insisted

2014 imperative - get of the week. (CROSSTALK) COOPER# I appreciate you appreciate staying up for us. Go get something warm. Now we turn to Dennis Rodman. We have to talk

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get you're with. I'm not going to remain your lawyer. You can go get somebody else. Even though sometimes certain clients might be annuities you just take

2014 imperative - get . BECK# Lizy, my younger sister, she's real, you know, go get her, a real hard worker. So I give her a job to

2014 declarative want to get can go and get some healthy food choices at McDonald's if you want to go get some food that's affordable. People are on different budgets. Not everyone

2014 imperative - get If you got a bunch of liberal kids who got a lot of money, go get after them, get after them. GUTFELD# Yes, do you know how

2014 imperative - get member; he may have -- well, if you have that information, then go get a warrant. Right? Otherwise, you don't have any right to

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get a bad deal. WILLIAMS# People aren't silly. People know that we can go get these guys. the reason people question it is because they were high- value

2014 declarative to infinitive get oil and gas is in the Arctic and there's been a major push to go get it. DAVE-DAVIES# So we're talking about oil and gas deposits which were

2014 imperative - get way we thought we were. This looks more like a scramble. DAVE-DAVIES# So go get the oil. MCKENZIE-FUNK# Yeah. DAVE-DAVIES# McKenzie Funk's
book is called "

2014 declarative - get , you know, from the pain. So what do I do? I go get a massage thinking it's muscle relaxing, you know, this and that

2014 declarative try to get gang world. It exists. Deal with it. OK. You trying to go get him is not going to help. MICHEL-MARTIN# Well, OK, but...

2014 declarative have to/ had
better

get that a lot. Those, I had to normally take a deep breath and go get my eighth cup of coffee - the free coffee. The first couple weeks

2014 declarative be going to get 're going? AMY-SCHUMER# (as Amy Schumer) Oh, I was going to go get my car. UNIDENTIFIED-WOMAN# (as Mother) Do you know why you're

2014 declarative be going to get those folks go out to go flip drugs this weekend and you're going to go get somebody that's contributing to his society and paying taxes - he's a

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get see where things go from there. We could do that. Or you could go get in your car and drive away. COLIN-HANKS# (As Deputy Grimly) Why

2014 declarative be going to get holding me and my dad telling me, you know, he's going to go get me a big bottle of sodie pop if I sing. And, you

2014 declarative to infinitive get me? (LAUGHTER) NANCY-CARTWRIGHT# Singing to his father because his father like, left to go get cigarettes or milk or something, at the Kwik-E-Mart
and he never came -

2014 declarative to infinitive get goes soon, the other one is young enough and cogent enough hopefully to just go get a mortgage or find another person to buy in. WOMAN# What are we going

2014 declarative want to get more flexibility for ordinary usage of obtaining records. Like, when we want to go get the names of all the guests in a particular hotel, we don't

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get bundles on their own? That's the genius of the Internet. People can go get content from different sources and look at it on different screens. And for

2014 declarative try to get I used to circle one and try to find one and hit the gas and go get it. By the time you got it, it was gone. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD#

2014 imperative - get Bouchon? NATALIE-MORALES# Yeah. AL ROKER: We have a Bouchon cam. WILLIE-GEIST# Go get some stuff. It's right there. AL ROKER: We
should get

2014 declarative get/have got
to do

get go prosecute somebody, hold somebody criminally responsible even some saying you've got to go get the vice president, do you think President Obama did the
right thing in

2014 imperative - get is, I love you, you know, no matter what you do. Go get it. And he didn't want to steer us, not only in

2014 declarative try to get allegations end up being disproven. We do not know. We are just trying go get our head around all this. DONOVAN# And, certainly -- perhaps, many

2014 declarative to infinitive get President's chair, our job was to keep the country safe and secure and go get those guys who hit us on 9/11. That's exactly what we did

2014 declarative would have to get out of a hospital into one of these rehabs. And I'd have to go get her out, which was a real process of, like, getting her
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 55
2014 interrogative have to get would discipline me. I mean, remember them switches you used to have to go get yourself? And you had them leaves on there, go (imitating leaves

2014 declarative that
imperative

get go (imitating leaves blowing). (LAUGHTER) RICHARD-PRYOR# My grandma said, boy, go get something to beat your bleep with, and that would be the
longest walk

2014 declarative decide to/ has
determined to

see fever, they'd pick her up at daycare, but meanwhile they decided to go see " Lone Survivor " at an upscale theatre nearby. Outside, this sign

2014 declarative be going to see suspected anything, believing they had that business arrangement. DEE-DEE-MOORE# I'm gon na go see if I can get you that money. I'll call you in just

2014 declarative to infinitive see he is not. ANA-TRUJILLO# I was going to leave early in the morning to go see my daughter. I wanted to leave and not stay out very long,

2014 declarative to infinitive see for none. SUSIE-GARCIA# I had a knock on the door and I went to go see who it was. Nobody. And just started talking and letting this person

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

see feel sick today, they want, if they've got Obama, they can go see the doctor. The Democrats have to start talking like
that. GEORGE-STEPHANOPOU# (Off-camera)

2014 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

see one of the kids in the class said, there's a woman you should go see, she's over at the so and so dance studio, she's

2014 declarative to infinitive see And when I woke up, Andrew wasn't there, so I went to go see where he was, and he was in the pantry. He was trying

2014 imperative - see , half empty, half full. I'm like, thank you. And go see her, 7D. She's very good. One time I read a

2014 declarative try to see afternoon, my husband has the day off, we're going to try to go see American Hustle. NATALIE-MORALES# Little Monday
matinee? JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# A little - I know

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

see in one week. HODA-KOTB# Right. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# You know, you can-- you can go see your children without dividing the loyalties number one,
and also creating more confusion

2014 declarative get/have got
to do

see Street. NATALIE-MORALES# Yeah. And a lot of people are saying I got to go see all these movies right now. AL ROKER: Yeah,
exactly. NATALIE-MORALES#

2014 declarative get/have got
to do

see beautiful little girl. DAVID-WISE# Yeah. ALEXANDRA-WISE# Yeah. DAVID-WISE# We've got
to go see her. WILLIE-GEIST# Congratulations. NATALIE-MORALES# Great job. WILLIE-GEIST# David and Lexi,

2014 declarative second person
singular

see you have to see this movie. KERMIT# She's just trying to get you go see the movie. That's all. HODA-KOTB# All right, pig. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD#

2014 imperative - see concert ever. If you guys haven't seen the Zac Brown Band, please go see them. I didn't know what I was in for. I thought

2014 declarative to infinitive see after her dad's suicide. SAMANTHA-MUSANTE# My mom went away the next weekend to go see him so it was very difficult to be hurting and have just lost
your

2014 imperative - see for the summer. JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# Maneet, so delicious. MANEET-CHAUHAN# Thank you. WILLIE-GEIST# Go seeManeet at her restaurant in
Nashville. Up next, one more song from

2014 declarative tell O to do see at another dorm. But his friends were worried and the cops told them to go see if the campus police could help. TIM-PECK# The big thing that I want

2014 declarative to infinitive see called the sheriff's office and said, " We have a lawyer waiting to go see Seth. " (Door; police interrogation room) DENNIS-MURPHY- (voi#

2014 declarative want to see CHARLIE-ROSE: Yeah. JERRY-BRUCKHEIMER: It doesn't sound right but I want to go see it because I want to see what he's going to bring to it

2014 declarative to infinitive see . She was performing at the Laurie Beechman Theater last year and I went to go see her final, her closing night, because I was opening the next day

2014 declarative to infinitive see , we don't necessarily get free lunch here. I had a chance to go see Google a couple of times in Silicon Valley, and I got to go

2014 declarative to infinitive see of town guests that come, almost number one on their list of things to go see is the World Trade Center site. GUTFELD# Yes. PERINO# And everyone benefits

2014 declarative have to/ had
better

see and there were times I felt terrible and there are times when I had to go see Barack Obama about this charge that my campaign was racist, or they asked

2014 declarative that
imperative

see their visits to him. And I called up the pastor and I said please go see him on Thursday. I'm really nervous. And so, they did

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

see great. She has friends. PERINO# Maybe we can take a road trip and go see her. GUILFOYLE# Can we go visit? PERINO# Road trip. GUTFELD# Where
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 56
2014 declarative can't see broad -- woman down in this shanty camp. And she -- he can't go see her. She gets upset. She jumps off the bridge and she dies

2014 declarative have o do see have somebody come from one of these countries, go visit a family member and go see a nontraditional doctor who practices Santeria in neighborhoods like
Queens. This is not

2014 declarative tell O to do see give you the attention you need, or, you know, tell you to go see their friend or take you - how I got over it was an awkward

2014 declarative have to/ had
better

see one point, all the critics left and dashed off because we all had to go see the first feature by Ryan Gosling which turned out to be not a good

2014 declarative want to see of the reason that dentists are sort of chronically misunderstood. And nobody wants to go see a dentist. It reminds you of some of the things that, you

2014 interrogative want to see worked through it, you know, I said are you sure you want to go see it? And he said yeah. And I said well, so papa

2014 declarative used to see " by Lightnin' Hopkins who was a guy that really - I used to go see all the time and influenced me a great deal. And I'll see

2014 declarative to infinitive see brother had a carload of guys, and they allowed me to jump in to go see the Johnny Otis Orchestra at the Ashgrove. And it was a, you

2014 interrogative be see what any, like, 25-year-old would do on a Wednesday night, which is go see free comedy. And there Jenny was on stage. She was co-hosting this

2014 declarative used to see " by Lightnin' Hopkins who was a guy that really - I used to go see all the time and influenced me a great deal. And I'll see

2014 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

see and he knows more about these markets than anybody. And so you ought to go see him. And I went to see him just really on background to see

2014 declarative - see see that big split where basically Hollywood is left with the big blockbuster that I go see in the summer on the big screen, it's Iron Man 16,

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

see weight. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# She's in the show until February 1st. So you can go see her there. HODA-KOTB# All right, so we have a couple of new

2014 declarative will/would see bring a big film to the Box Office. HODA-KOTB# Okay. CHRIS-WITHERSPOON# I'll go see it. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Oh, sure. Well, you don't have to

2014 declarative - see way. TAMRON-HALL# Yeah. SHEINELLE-JONES# Actually, you know, a lot of people go see as a tradition, a movie on Christmas
Day. TAMRON-HALL# Yeah. SHEINELLE-JONES#

2014 declarative to infinitive see tradition, a movie on Christmas Day. TAMRON-HALL# Yeah. SHEINELLE-JONES# And then to go see The Interview was almost a statement for some
people. DYLAN-DREYER# Yeah. TAMRON-HALL#

2014 declarative want to see he in the Orange Room? DYLAN-DREYER# That is amazing. TAMRON-HALL# I want to go see. Hold on. SHEINELLE-JONES# Go
ahead. TAMRON-HALL# Oh, my gosh.

2014 declarative - see that the audience-- ANTHONY-MASON# Yeah. MATT-SINGER# --they know what it is before they even go see it. So when you make a movie about Abraham
Lincoln or Martin Luther

2014 declarative to infinitive see Korea. SAVIDGE# And, Ben, you would be the first in line to go see this, I take it. (LAUGHTER) FERGUSON# Yeah. I mean, and

2014 declarative want to see a lot about it on national TV, right? It makes me want to go see it. STELTER# I'm definitely going to see it now, because I

2014 imperative let's see now. You've deliver them half way there. ROWE# Right. MERITT# Let go see the rest of the journey. ROWE# When it comes to Chesapeake Bay,

2014 declarative to infinitive see is -- we are these physical entities, biological entities and it is OK to go see a doctor with things that seem extreme -- believed that they seem extreme.

2014 declarative be going to see you know. Doing productive things would help. It's not just going to go see a doctor. It's doing good things, you know? Doing good

2014 interrogative don't find for Chad, surrender isn't an option. CHAD-WALTON# (Censored-by-network) why don't you go find yourself a girl (censored by network) dog and two and a
half

2014 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

find ) Woo-hoo. TANCRDE MELET (SKYLINER) It was a need for them to go find their own food. And they would have an adrenaline
rush. FREDDY-MONTIGNY# The

2014 declarative be going to find of my idea to kill myself. In a way, I was gon na go find a spot, and I was gon na mark my tomb and I was

2014 declarative will/would find , if they don't-- TAMRON-HALL# Yeah. NATALIE-MORALES# Willie good advice. WILLIE-GEIST# --you'll go find another job doing something else. AL
ROKER: That's great. TAMRON-HALL#

2014 interrogative can find go there. So it's a village filled with Boitano's. Can we go find the village where you come from and renovate that and in the next...
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 57
2014 declarative should/ ought

to/ need to
find didn't have any sandwich at all. But you know, he needs to go find some wholesome rappers to go hang out with. Go hang out with Macklemore

2014 declarative do not find for the hospital? It is like person selling surgical equipment. You do not go find the surgeons while they are in the surgery room and go, " Hey

2014 declarative want to find you show me those guns? Where are they? And if you want to go find those guns, you would have evidently saw a little bit of a journey

2014 imperative - find The Lily Sarah Grace fund. Lily Sarah Grace fund. BADGER# Yeah. LEMON# Go find that out about. Is your Web Site? BADGER# Yes, its lilysarahgrace.org.

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

buy , but it's happening in cities across America. ROBERT-MCMURTRY# And now I can go buy me some food and keep it. ANDERSON-COOPER- (v# So far,
one

2014 declarative get/have got
to do

buy is. GUTFELD# Because the dealer will come to your school, you've got to go buy your cigarettes. GUILFOYLE# But now, the dealers were at the school,

2014 declarative don't buy other reason is it's easy to boycott a Chick-fil-A. You just don't go buy a chicken. But people don't really know what -- what are they

2014 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

buy . I used to say I'm not here right now, but you should go buy (unintelligible)... (LAUGHTER) PETER-SAGAL: Wait a minute, wait a minute

2014 declarative will/would take JASMINE# Well, you know what, I have more. So, I will go take another one, okay? ERIK# Okay. JOHN-QUINONES# (Voiceover) Erik is left alone

2014 imperative - take Oh, you too, wackadoodles. AL ROKER: That's it. TAMRON-HALL# Go take a bathroom-break. AL ROKER: Maybe we should have the-- we should have

2014 declarative be going to take am over the moon, everything's great. So I'm-- I'm going to go take Blake for a quick walk and I'm going to come right back in.

2014 declarative decide to/ has
determined to

take , that in a somewhat drugged state and it's late, she decided to go take a bath. And because she's drugged, she kind of passes out

2014 imperative - take whining? Are you done whining? UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# Yes. T. LIVELY: Well, go take him back. Go take him back. Go. BECK# All these pillows

2014 imperative - take whining? UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# Yes. T. LIVELY: Well, go take him back. Go take him back. Go. BECK# All these pillows and everything you see is

2014 declarative ask O to do take , in Iran contra. What happened here was that we asked the agency to go take steps and put in place programs that are designed to catch the bastards that

2014 imperative - sit go get a Jamba Juice. So, we get there. We order. Go sit down, and in walks Johnny. PELLE-WALL# Really, the only way he

2014 declarative have to/ had
better

sit . So everybody had to get out of the booth, and I had to go sit next to him, and it was like he was mad at me.

2014 imperative - visit NATALIE-MORALES# It's okay. You look great. WILLIE-GEIST# All right. Let's go visit our friend Lucy (ph). CHASSIE-POST# Yep. You look great,

2014 declarative have o do visit alternative medicine. So you could have somebody come from one of these countries, go visit a family member and go see a nontraditional doctor who practices
Santeria in neighborhoods

2014 declarative have o do visit asked them to - steal, maim, kill. Maybe I should have them go visit your family. Just a little friendly call? What do you think -

2014 declarative be going to make one time or whatever? My thing was, oh, I'm gon na go make a Craigslist posting. And I'm gon na get people to wear the

2014 imperative - make BLACKWELL# Good. PAUL# All right. Hey, Jennifer, thanks so much. Go make some great memories today. GRAY# Will do. BLACKWELL# Thank you so
much

2014 declarative want to make most fun gigs I've ever done just' cause - you just want to go make fun of them, you know. Just do - I'd do anything

2014 imperative - make Union. And they thought, what the hell? I mean, let's go make jeans in North Korea. Let's like break some boundaries here. ZOE-CHACE#

2014 interrogative could pick Apple a day. TAMRON-HALL# You only need one. AL ROKER: Could you go pick another three? WILLIE-GEIST# Pass that around. TAMRON-HALL# Are
you trying to get

2014 declarative have to/ had
better

pick . But once when I was working in a funeral parlor, I had to go pick up a body in the psychiatric ward at Bellevue. And this little old

2014 declarative don't pick 's the problem. That's the real trade-off. Even if they don't go pick up an RPG, they are there as inspirers, at motivators and as

2014 imperative - check you're-- when you're having a baby you're supposed to get a pediatrician, go check them out first before you have the child. I remember just interviewing a
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 58
2014 declarative encourage O

to do
check WILLIE-GEIST# It's so good to see you. And I really encourage people to go check out this movie. It truly is. It's unlike anything I've

2014 imperative - check TANTAROS# I don't have time do my " One More Thing. " But go check out that interview I did with Juan Williams. I'll tweet it out

2014 declarative let o do get going through your mind? RESTAURANT-PATRON# My mind was, holy smokes, let me go get the owner. He's get, he can't be serious, right

2014 imperative - get this woman might have it, let us just not sleep together. Let us go get some -- (CROSSTALK) ROBERTS# It is happening. Let us think about that.

2013 declarative be going to get " on weekdays at 1:00 Eastern, 12:00 Central. And we're gon na go get some beer right now. Coming up, (inaudible) champ. And

2013 declarative get/have got
to do

get said, the issues are stacked up. And now we've just got to go get them done. GEORGE-STEPHANOPOU# (Off-camera) So you're going to work hard, but

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

get to his grandson, or granddaughter, he has to register with the government and go get approval as the government to give that gun to his
grandchild. GEORGE-STEPHANOPOU# (Off-camera)

2013 declarative be not going
to

get of this is the failure in Iraq. And this president is not going to go get involved in a significant way militarily in the Middle East in a war over

2013 imperative - get watching Karlie's swim meets from her car. ANNOUNCER# Take your mark. LINDA-LUSK# Go get them, Karlie. KARLIE-LUSK# It's not fair. It's a lot of

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

get know, it's not like when I first moved to town where I could go get a loaf of bread and some baloney and I was good for the week

2013 declarative be going to get this is a con, it's an elaborate con. I'm gon na go get my, my wallet. JOHN QUIONES (ABC NEWS) (Voiceover) That's

2013 declarative let o do get WILLIE-GEIST# All right. Cool. Meredith, Al, we'll let you guys go get some Bloody Mary's, little hair of the dog. We'll talk

2013 declarative that
imperative

get like, you're going back to see Peggy, and I said like, go get out and don't ever come back again. And he didn't want

2013 imperative - get : Get out of here. NATALIE-MORALES# Here is what we've got. WILLIE-GEIST# Go get it yourself. AL ROKER: Yeah. NATALIE-MORALES# And this is
what you

2013 declarative be going to get museum, Toolan pursued her. LESLIE-COSTELLO# He was screaming, I'm going to go get drunk with my friends. And she was just going to go back get

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

get the ninety days didn't they give you the benefit package. Then you can go get your teeth fixed. AL ROKER:
Okay. NATALIE-MORALES# Okay. STEVE-HARVEY# Then

2013 declarative be going to get get back in the car. We're going to get out of here and go get help. (Car in meadow at night; car dashboard) KEITH-MORRISON-

2013 declarative be going to get to do something to protect his kids. CHAD-WALLIN-REED- (# I'm going to go get the sons of bitches. I'm going f------ get their license plate or

2013 declarative be going to get he said before he got in the truck was, " I'm going to go get those sons of bitches, " and he meant it. (Town-of-Quincy) KEITH-MORRISON- (

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

get the morning on Saturday. You know, I hate it when you have to go get blood taken. HODA-KOTB# Yeah. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Because it means you
can't have

2013 declarative that
imperative

get ) -- CHARLIE-ROSE: Right. REGGIE-JACKSON# --who play shortstop and-- and Thurman Munson said go get Reggie, go get the buying guy in Oakland, he's
the guy

2013 declarative that
imperative

get Right. REGGIE-JACKSON# --who play shortstop and-- and Thurman Munson said go get Reggie, go get the buying guy in Oakland, he's the guy, he's the

2013 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

get that if you didn't have the knife in your hand, you needed to go get it from somewhere, right? ARIAS# I don't know. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# No

2013 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

get told us, right? ARIAS# That's right. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# You needed to go get that knife at that point, correct? ARIAS# No, it's possible

2013 declarative second person
singular

get ) kill you. And then after you're able to get away, you go get the knife, and he ends up at the end of the hallway,

2013 declarative - get . He's -- the prosecutor, I guarantee you, when and if they go get that indictment, they will put him in front of the grand jury.

2013 imperative - get It's pretty stupid,. Like, why would you steal a mannequin? Go get the real thing. he couldn't get the real thing, so that
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 59
2013 declarative decide to/ has

determined to
get individual, Trayvon Martin, is suspicious to him. He's determined to go get that address. It's not to follow the guy. It's not

2013 declarative that
imperative

get can you pick out the guy, the potential shooter? She said no, go get me a picture. I'll look at the picture, but somebody who

2013 imperative - get my son who just started college. And if this is true, kid, go get a student loan. Eric, what about you? BOLLING# Bob, first

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

get intentions that are going to get a weapon regardless of whether they're able to go get it at gun show, buy illegally or not, they're going to

2013 imperative - get we talking about? What about personal responsibility? Why did one go helpless? Go get a job. (CROSSTALK) GUILFOYLE# Why suck up to rock stars and
follow them

2013 interrogative would have to get could target someone for assassination, especially an American citizen, he'd have to go get approval from a judge? COTTON# We don't need federal judges
involved in

2013 interrogative to infinitive get instructions now you're docked, have you been told to wait your turn or go get your bags? What's the drill for getting off the ship? BARTON#

2013 imperative - get that has a cross on top -- TANTAROS# We get. (CROSSTALK) BECKEL# Fine. Go get something, you want to do something else, then go put another one

2013 declarative couldn't get . They are all over, people's unclaimed items, because people couldn't go get their items and people didn't know who had been killed or hit by

2013 imperative - get understand. TERRY-GROSS# And he would get you alone on the pretext of let's go get some ice cream or something like that. BARRY-LOPEZ# Yeah, where I
was

2013 declarative - get . BOBBY-CANNAVALE: (as Joe Oramas) Oh, well, how about I go get a six, and we can have it right here? PETER-DINKLAGE# (as

2013 declarative to infinitive get You're old enough to work. You have these hours to do this and go get a job. And, you know, so you have to say to

2013 declarative - get : (as Joe Oramas) Oh. Hey, well, how about I go get a six, and we can have it right here? PETER-DINKLAGE# (as

2013 declarative - get and blurted, like, if I can't get him, I'm a go get his mom. And I was just, like, wow. Like,

2013 imperative - get don't need assault weapons. As I told my wife, Jill, just go get a shotgun. A couple of blasts from that, and you will scare

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

get a little money if we know it tore their house down, where they can go get them a room, or we try to give them a $100 bill if

2013 declarative to infinitive see plate number, pretty much everyone that's in the building emptied out to go see if we could find this vehicle. ROBIN-ROBERTS# (Voiceover) Meanwhile, a
terrified Nancy

2013 declarative to infinitive see tell us it's available if you make time - certain times and places to go see it. But the fact is, no, I'm - I am

2013 declarative be going to see suspected anything, believing they had that business arrangement. DEE-DEE-MOORE# I'm gon na go see if I can get you that money. I'll call you in just

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

see Amy Poehler in the movie. that was one musical we might all have to go see. WILLIE-GEIST# Absolutely. NATALIE-MORALES# It's ten minutes after the
hour right now

2013 imperative - see me nuts. NATALIE-MORALES# Time to go to school. Bye. AL ROKER: Go see your mother. NATALIE-MORALES# All right. Oh, my
goodness. WILLIE-GEIST# Works

2013 imperative - see , I have gone through my story. If you need to hear it, go see the police. Ask them to tell you the story. KEITH-MORRISON# That he

2013 declarative got to see city. You got to bring the kids and they really experience it and-- and go see all the sights and do everything. So we did. There-- here is

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

see teeth fixed. AL ROKER: Okay. NATALIE-MORALES# Okay. STEVE-HARVEY# Then you can go see about your eyes. AL ROKER: Got
it. NATALIE-MORALES# So that's

2013 declarative be going to see go support Joey. CARSON-DALY# You're going to go see-- you're going to go see Joey, right. TAMRON-HALL# Road trip
to see Joey. CARSON-DALY# Well,

2013 declarative want to see at the Barclays and then my daughter, Leila, and a friend wanted to go see Drake. WILLIE-GEIST# Yep. AL ROKER: You know, she's fourteen

2013 declarative want to see 2011 Never Say Never movie. Teenage girls, Beliebers are going to want to go see this. AL ROKER: Just make sure there are no potted plants around
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 60
2013 declarative have to/ had

better
see they can cause this really characteristic odor. So that's why you have to go see your doctor when you are sick. AL ROKER: And-and then what do

2013 interrogative do see . TRACY-SMITH# Which are what, usually? EDWARD-ALBEE# Usually junk. TRACY-SMITH# Do you go see them? EDWARD-ALBEE# Very seldom. I--
I-- I used to go see more

2013 declarative used to see Do you go see them? EDWARD-ALBEE# Very seldom. I-- I-- I used to go see more since I'm-- I'm one of the voters for the-- it's tough

2013 declarative to infinitive see (voice# Remember, Nathaniel's mother, Beth, had persuaded her son to go see a psychiatrist. His diagnosis-- WILLIAM-SULLIVAN# Major clinical depression.
Not just that you

2013 declarative - see the gold stays in the bottom of that pan. BARRY-PETERSEN# But the serious wannabes go see Bill Cullen, who teaches in the Denver suburb aptly named
Golden, call

2013 declarative to infinitive see . JAY-C# I said, well, that would be just a cool thing to go see is toilet seat because I am a plumber. BILL-GEIST# Ahead on SUNDAY MORNING

2013 declarative - see the night before what he's telling me, then I would recommend that anybody go see a psychologist. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# Did he come across to you as
though he was trying

2013 declarative be going to see of the tour is not going to push away people who are potentially going to go see it. But for as much controversy as there is for this on stage

2013 declarative be not going
to

see end. You jumped all the way through. I actually wasn't going to go see it, and now because of this, I will. I will.

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

see Mike Lee making the suggestions and even putting them on line where the president can go see for himself. Cut government waste, not air traffic controllers. Cut
bailouts

2013 declarative second person
singular

see drive by. It's like that crazy house in the block. You just go see you later, death cult. You know, these are like weeds that

2013 declarative second person
singular

see occurred to me. BEN-AFFLECK: Yeah, that's what people do now. You go see movies about, you know, baseball stadiums, and they're all digital

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

see House when the parade turns the corner on Pennsylvania Avenue. So he has to go see all of the people along the parade route and pay them the sort of

2013 declarative second person
singular

see black people are that way when you've got Obama in the White House and go see movies with Will Smith in them, they go root LeBron on the court

2013 interrogative - see issue that many screenwriters and directors of color hear from studios: Will white audiences go see a movie about and featuring nonwhite people? Since they still
make up the

2013 declarative second person
singular

see to encourage us to get back to the old style of movie-going, where you go see a movie and then come out and debate it and talk about and question

2013 declarative want to see your takeaway. If you haven't seen it yet, you might want to go see it and join the conversation. Tomorrow, we're going to check in

2013 declarative be going to see morning to Leogand to pick up McKinley and his father and they're going to go see these doctors at the Adventist Hospital in Carrefour, and begin what will
probably

2013 declarative to infinitive see schedule was such where it really was easy for me to have time off to go see my daughter, who lives in Los Angeles. So I was commuting there

2013 declarative will/would see what we realized after we solved this sort of creative problem was no one would go see this. (LAUGHTER) STEVEN-SODERBERGH# That we would break
our - we'd break our

2013 declarative get/have got
to do

find give more comprehensive coverage under this plan as a result. You've got to go find something else. You're going to pay more, chances are, but

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

find to go and follow -- I'm sorry, not follow. He had to go find the address because he wants to justify as to why he would go down

2013 imperative - find movie like this really increases people's awareness. After you see the movie, go find out what we're really doing in space because that's exciting, too

2013 declarative should/ ought
to/ need to

find adolescence that we, you know, we need to eventually leave our homes and go find our own path and it's not going to help us much if all

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

buy existing background check system where if you fail your background check, you can just go buy one at a gun show has gotten two million, stopped two million
transactions
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 61
2013 declarative - buy a bonus for everybody who wants to-- AL ROKER: Sure. NATALIE-MORALES# --afford and go buy what-- what Kate Middleton is wearing. AL ROKER:

Let's face it
2013 declarative will/would buy reads, you know, at these websites. NATALIE-MORALES# Well, now but they'll go buy the book-- AL ROKER: You know, yes. NATALIE-MORALES# --to

read it
2013 declarative try to buy And I'm not kidding. Seriously I heard this somewhere and I tried to go buy because I get lotions all the time and

stuff. HODA-KOTB# Right. MEREDITH-VIEIRA
2013 declarative don't have to buy 's nice to have a little something. Really, you don't have to go buy it. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# I didn't buy this honey. LAILA-ALI# No, you

2013 declarative - buy potentially the record from 2012 of six hundred fifty-six million dollars. NATALIE-MORALES# Maybe we go buy some tickets right now. AL ROKER: And--
and we had this guy

2013 interrogative to infinitive buy the best thing since sliced bread, why do we have to convince people to go buy it? WOMAN-#2# In Australia a line of fires nearly one thousand miles long

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

buy the name, people buy all the Redskins stuff up and then they have to go buy the new stuff up. It could be a moneymaker for them. Change

2013 declarative will/would buy a lot of guys there buying things for their girlfriends. So, I would go buy a couple things and then bring it home and wear it. And then

2013 declarative doesn't buy wing champion Kimberly Guilfoyle is going to be very bummed out if she doesn't go buy her chicken wings. PERINO# It's too bad we don't have smell-a-vision.

2013 imperative - buy not from you, OK? UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# Get out. Put the chips down and go buy them some place else. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# You want me to leave
this place?

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

buy that, you know, for me, I had to save my money, go buy a CD. But for him, it's right there. It can

2013 declarative to infinitive buy billionaire with ordnance on it, just like you don't have the right to go buy an M-1 tank, just like you don't have a right to buy

2013 declarative tell O to do buy -- GUTFELD# Absolutely. PERINO# When you -- if he were to tell you to go buy health insurance, would you run or sprint? GUTFELD# Well, that's

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

take that there are some limits to filibustering, and I'm going to have to go take care of one of those in a few minutes here. I yield the

2013 declarative get/have got
to do

take of your father implicating himself, that's not enough. You've got to go take the stand at the trial, tell the jury the story of your getting

2013 declarative that
imperative

take at for a rainscape garden or lawn? CATO-DAILY# What I like to say is go take a hike. Go and look around. Go and look around what is

2013 imperative - take to the sun, and all the different climate pieces of your environment. So go take a hike and see what's there. I'd also love to -

2013 imperative - take wildlife. FLORA-LICHTMAN# So any other recommendations for people who are just getting going? Go take a walk, take a hike, as you say. Anything else
people

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

take a mile, missed our farm by a mile, so we thought we better go take care of everybody else. BOB-SANDS# And Davis is passing out more than just

2013 declarative - sit that Russel had been killed. And then all I could do was just go sit down and just sit there for a while. (Photo-of-Holly-Frasco) JOSH-MANKIEWICZ- (v#
Russel

2013 declarative tell O to do sit a man because I'm a man. And the bus driver told him to go sit back down. Woodard goes and sits back down. A few miles down

2013 imperative - visit he is. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah, exactly. AL ROKER: Come visit your mo-- go visit your mother. WILLIE-GEIST# Yes. AL ROKER: Visit your mother more.

2013 declarative will/would visit as a child with my father. He lived in Orlando and-- and I would go visit him every summer and it just became this special place for us. And

2013 declarative to infinitive visit tooth, but not the bullet that hit Rena (ph). They to go visit her, believing the worst is behind them. It is hard to understand

2013 declarative didn't visit imagine your parents naked in a hot tub? MARIA-BAMFORD# Well, I didn't go visit them up there. It's up in Big Sur and, you know

2013 declarative be going to make one time or whatever? My thing was, oh, I'm gon na go make a Craigslist posting, and I'm gon na get people to wear the

2013 imperative - make the pen. NORAH-O'DONNELL# Jon Stewart is going to take a hiatus. CHARLIE-ROSE: Go make a movie. I love John Oliver too. It will be fun to
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2013 declarative have to/ had

better
make it would take us two days to make one kayak. Now we have to go make 500 kayaks. We need to scale this up. We need to make

2013 declarative have to/ had
better

pick , everybody. I would love to stay and chat, but I have to go pick out my outfit for the press conference. JODIE-FLEISCHER# She thought that Sandra Bullock

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

pick is a high profile Democrat. Let's not start picking out, I can go pick out a fringe right wing Republican congressman -- GUILFOYLE# He is the majority leader

2013 declarative - check Santa gets off the sleigh and they munch on the carrots we leave and we go check the next morning and sure enough they're always munched
down. NATALIE-MORALES# They

2013 imperative - check on SUNDAY MORNING-- MAN# Well done, sir. Well, here, let's go check out the car and you can say hi to the driver. CHARLES-OSGOOD# Talk

2013 declarative let o do get going through your mind? CUSTOMER# My mind went, holy smoke, let me go get the owner. This guy, he can't be serious, right?

2013 declarative let o do get at our kitchen table and I said that was a hard drive, let me go get it. I ended up plugging it into my computer, opened it up
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Go and get
date grammatical

context
preceding
words V2 sentence

2017 imperative - get your local hospital system and be on their board to support them? And then go and get legislation. We tried to get Speaker Ryan to respond directly and he

2017 declarative second person get now is like the -- BARRY-MANILOW# Now. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# -- the hipster place where you go and get kale juice. BARRY-MANILOW# No, it
is. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# But not then.

2017 declarative second person look food, great music going on, great people. You know, you just go and look your best and you try and have fun and just have a great

2017 imperative - look you want to look -- when people talk about how destructive this is, just go and look to the south. Peer over Texas to Venezuela and you will see

2017 declarative - see who is giving permission for that. We signed a lot of forms when we go and see the doctor, how in control are we of the information that we

2017 imperative - take Morley Safer? NORAH-O'DONNELL# You know -- CHARLIE-ROSE# Well, go ahead. No, go and take first. NORAH-O'DONNELL# No, let's talks about
-- JEFF-FAGER# Well,

2017 declarative were to say not an idealogi, he is a dealmaker and so if Chuck Schumer were to go and say what I just said and said I'm going to work with him

2017 declarative to infinitive say was an opportunity in front of a number of members of the press corps to go and say what he was thinking, which normally the press corps is glad about

2017 declarative have/had to say you have to say no. LOUIS-LICARI- (10# 25:07): And you have to go and say I'm so sorry. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# 25:08): I know. LOUIS-LICARI-

2017 declarative to infinitive make talking to a widow and... MARTIN# But the congresswoman probably wasn't well-suited to go and make a big deal out of all of this. Right? That might

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to

make questions. And if he's not saying, you know, -- surrogates can go and make these points, but -- SETMAYER# Talking about Antifa. MILLER# They're bad

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to

make don't think he can stay on message. They don't think he can go and make the case. President Obama went out and had hour-long town halls,

2017 declarative need to not get If you want to reveal it and when we do it. We need to go and get on the internet and do it. HODA-KOTB- (10# 01:31):

2017 declarative have/had to get with a clipboard saying, right, we're onto you. You have to go and get a real job now. JEFFREY-BROWN# In the meantime, look out.

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to

get computer so that they can be competitive, so they can actually be able to go and get a job, and be able to adapt to the changing environment.

2017 declarative to infinitive get soon. MILLER# When he cares everything, tax is, is a place to go and get it. Neil Gorsuch is another win that he's going to get

2017 declarative have got
to/got to

get now they've got to get it right but before that, we got to go and get some wins. CARPENTER# Here's the problem, the leadership wanted to

2017 declarative have/had to get (# 03:03): Well, there was -- yeah, I had to go and get some special ingredients. I started out -- you know, she said

2017 declarative can/could/be
able to

get RYAN-SCOTT- (10# 23:52): There is just recipe online guys, you can go and get this recipe. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# 23:54): But we have a more minute

2017 imperative let's see 1952. AXELROD# Yes. WALLACE# And she said, well, so Chris let's go and see the excitement. So I remember -- I got on my tricycle and

2017 declarative to infinitive see the theater. So in the last two weeks I've had a chance to go and see almost everything. And the season is incredible. I've been able
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2017 declarative be going to look a fight between Strange, who was cast as basically somebody who's going to go and take marching orders from Mitch Mcconnell even though he's only been

there for
2017 declarative make o do take suits. TAMRON-HALL# This sounds like something that the TODAY Show producers would make us go and take -- JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# Oh,

yeah. TAMRON-HALL# -- the longest water ride ever
2017 declarative do not take . that this is about people like Columbus. I mean, we don't go and talk about people who kill 200,000 people through whatever means and enslaved people,

2017 declarative be going to take those are areas of the world that have questioned it. he's going to go and talk to them about where we can work together. NIKKI HALEY (UN

2017 declarative will/would try compliments. So I not only ran the register, you know, I would go and try to do things on my own so he knows he can count on

2017 declarative will/would try and you don't have anything in your house but hemorrhoid cream, I would go and try that. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# In itself is so sad. SANDRA-LEE# Yes.

2017 declarative need to not try this and saying we need to stick to our grounds. We need to not go and try to make compromises when it comes to health care. We'll start

2017 declarative to infinitive buy behavior, like that's Obamacare. Forcing you -- that's coercion -- to go and buy something. That's what Obamacare is. The right, ideally,

2017 declarative will/would buy passwords. I would block them. STEPHANIE# We took her phone. She'd go and buy someone else's phone. ELIZABETH-VARGAS# (Off-camera) How were
you so smart about

2017 declarative want to/
desperate to

find more than $50.00 at a time in Zimbabwe, so even if you wanted to go and find a flight to safety, it would've been way too late for

2017 declarative do not need to find but I do just fine. HODA-KOTB# Right. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# I don't need to go and find a little safe space and color. HODA-KOTB# Yeah. I know.

2016 declarative - get they've been doing. They race out from the line, and then they go and get one. Seems they stop here for a second. They're wrapping

2016 declarative second person see Kurdistan, who I visited a few weeks ago. They're Muslims. You go and see some of our troops embedded around the world that many times are in

2016 imperative - try , what, just a reminder, if you're near Shake Shack, please go and try the Roker Burger. Take a picture of yourself, #RokerBurger, and

2016 imperative - take didn't realize it was so far reaching. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# Yeah. MATT-LAUER# Guys, go and take a walk with us over
here. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# Sure. TAMRON-HALL# Yeah.

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to

say countries. JOAQUIN-VIQUEZ# There was no one you could call or no store you could go and say, hey, I want a digester. And so we made it

2016 declarative have got
to/got to

say didn't vote for Trump, then you just sit there and you got to go and say this is not my guy. Don't worry about it, you

2016 declarative - say with ISIS to be able to work in those areas? RAED-AL-SALEH- (thr# We go and say we will offer our services. If you allow us to do so

2016 declarative will/would say means make it a little bit nicer. COOPER# OK. TRUMP# Because normally I'd go and say, we're not giving you the 150 billion. So, instead

2016 declarative can not say across the street it's sold for 1.8 billion dollars. So he can't go and say that, that building on paper is worth two billion or more,

2016 declarative want to/
desperate to

say is going to be able to go get one. Unless some Democrat wants to go and say we need to collect them all and round them up, which no

2016 declarative - make 'm doing this with the people. We have a movement going on. I go and make a speech in California or wherever I go, Illinois. HANNITY# Who

2016 declarative to infinitive make we can have more people on the street, make sure the resources necessary to go and make sure we're stopping crimes. We know who the criminals are.
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2016 declarative - make have to realize that there's a whole group of people you hire who then go and make decision that may never get to you. How important is hiring in

2016 declarative - make she's trying to run the country. I need you to get up and go and make things happen and take care of business. And throw a vase.

2016 declarative to infinitive get some real skills, and maybe down the road they would be ready then to go and get a postsecondary credential. JUSTIN-MEEKS, -Sout# Schoolwork wasn't -- I
wasn't

2016 declarative tell o to do get bedroom, took off his pants, took off his leg and told me to go and get it fixed... TERRY-GROSS# (Laughter). SCOTT-RUDIN:... And would

2016 declarative try/have tried
to

get in the first place? GOV-JOHN-KASICH, - (# I have never tried to go and get into these kinds of scrums that we are seeing here on the stage

2016 declarative should/need to get so superior campaign. LONEGAN# Superior campaign overtime. (CROSSTALK) BENNETT# And chance need to go and get some reality, you're missing
it. LONEGAN# Well, you'll

2016 declarative be going to get eighties. MERRY-SEABOLD# Linda said, you know, Paul and I are going to go and get married. EBRAHIM-BAYTIEH# Ends up getting in the car going to
Vegas.

2016 declarative to infinitive get , we can then send ICE, the law enforcement agents that exist, to go and get John and say, OK, you're here illegally now. That

2016 declarative will/would get same offer. LAURA-SAXTON# Once the money was exchanged, then this courier person would go and get Kelsie and bring her back to the
McDonald's. RYAN-SMITH# (Voiceover) Needless to say

2016 declarative should/need to see The game goes on, and so does life. People need to celebrate and go and see the games. And that makes me happy. KEME-NZEREM# Into this cauldron

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to

see had a baby. And you're going to let me out so I can go and see my son. And he says, bitch, you think I'm

2016 declarative be going to look do, it's called best practices, right? And you're going to go and look and who knows how to do -- handle the economy? Well,

2016 declarative want to/
desperate to

look . But here's the surprise: there's tourism now. People want to go and look at it. And guess what? Surprise No. 2, animals have

2016 declarative have/had to take . If you're gon na be president of the United States you have to go and talk to the people you may not like. You can't just,

2016 declarative have/had to take BILLY-BUSH# But I don't think you can just stiff them. You have to go and talk to the manager, let the manager know that they have terrible,

2016 declarative let o do try that it may be better to accept the, somewhat apology and then let this go and try to focus on having a really good convention and not talking about this

2016 declarative to infinitive buy waiting for? " This is signal to these lone wolves in this country to go and buy these, these automatic rifles and start shooting people at random. So

2015 declarative that
imperative

get , when you talk about Doctors Without Borders and you talk about the folks that go and get on the front line, maybe they're not soldiers but they're

2015 imperative - get that if what she wants to do, whatever creams her Twinkie, girl, go and get your thing on. I don't care. I don't care

2015 declarative - look one is talking about what the man is look like. CATHERWOOD# Plenty of people go and look at Chris Christie's fat ass. Plenty of people talk about Donald

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

look common. You can go to an actual retail store and comparison shop and then go and look on Amazon and see if it's cheaper there and buy. A

2015 declarative second person see the public, on the whole if you - as a patient, if you go and see a doctor and you could only choose one quality, most of us

2015 declarative - see for most people, a lifetime condition. And it requires constant management. I go and see a psychotherapist every week, not so much because what happens in any
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2015 interrogative do take and upset-- HODA-KOTB# Yes. BILLY-BUSH# --do you get angry-- HODA-KOTB# I get-- BILLY-BUSH# --and go and take what's

yours? HODA-KOTB# Oh. BILLY-BUSH# And that's what's
2015 declarative - find kill lots of them. DERRIC-NIMMO, -Oxit# Those males have one job. They go and find a female and they pass on their genes. And they pass on

2015 declarative did not say said love thy neighbor. PINSKY# Fine. Stay with that. BARNETT# He did not go and say, " And, judge everybody. " PINSKY# Live like Jesus.

2015 declarative have got
to/got to

make down the person who did what they did to you, you've got to go and make sure the proof is there. And you have to stay on it

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

get old to have the presence of mind to be able to get up and to go and get help. Hat, is incredible. Let's hope that her memories

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

get to fix it or make it better, make it a place where people could go and get actual treatment, we didn't do it. So you have seen

2015 declarative have/had to get . What the local law enforcement wants is for the federal government to have to go and get a warrant for each of these people. Why in the world are

2015 declarative be going to get people really have to struggle to make ends meet, so they're going to go and get cheap food when they can get it. And it would be nice

2015 declarative tell o to do get they call the national president of the fraternity. Rather than him telling them to go and get help, he told them to hide the fraternity items that were in

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

get really affected by Planned Parenthood are women who are low-income, because then you can go and get a D&C. And also when you're talking about - women's

2015 declarative have/had to get fist to cuff with a student. If you have to leave the room and go and get administrative help you can not engage in front of a classroom with children

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

see importance of this movie to the American people, to have people be able to go and see a movie that connects them to a veteran's experience is really important

2015 declarative to infinitive see . Of course you go and listen to the pope. What an honor to go and see. And if you disagree, you disagree. We live in a

2015 declarative have/had to see you crave privacy basically, and you have to get on in the world and go and see your colleagues - go into the office with your cold or hangover or

2015 declarative have/had to see whole other show. And if you want to find out, you have to go and see what she's been saying about it over the last six months about

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

see these terrible feelings belong in a museum. (Inaudible) And we should be able to go and see. And teachers should be teaching... Right.... about why this

2015 declarative have/had to see OK? I mean you have to talk to these people. You have to go and see the head of Ford. And you have to talk... CUOMO# And

2015 declarative want to/
desperate to

look scan any receipt and then it makes that receipt searchable. So you want to go and look for these kind of receipts and expenses like what did I spend at

2015 declarative - look do too. Like, for instance, I had moments where I would call go and look at TV. And that essentially meant climbing a tree and looking at

2015 declarative will/would take universe, but it would be a cold day in H-E-double-L that my mother would go and take me and my prom date to the liquor store, provide me with

2015 declarative will/would find Seven times? DEBORAH-ROBERTS# And I have to say there are times when I will go and find clothes from, like, the last season, and I go,

2015 declarative to infinitive find injured, Greg, they had to make a concentrated effort, very strategic to go and find the terrorists because what they wanted to do was shut off the terror

2014 imperative - get album is out now. It's called Luke James. It's amazing. Go and get it. ROSIE O'DONNELL (" THE VIEW ") All right.
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2014 imperative - get Diego on the 9th of July. And there's lot of tickets. So go and get them. AL ROKER: That's right. 1D on tour.

2014 declarative - get about Americans doing this stuff. this guy is -- you know, they usually go and get good math (ph). GUILFOYLE# Bob has problems with the butt

2014 declarative second person look I mean the medical community has said there is no medical -- CHENEY# If you go and look, for example, at Jose Rodriguez' book and he was the

2014 declarative second person try it's as typical - somebody is working politics, political undermining where you just go and try to undermine somebody who you think is more powerful than him.
Not

2014 imperative - take " segment is, then you can vent. But keep it in now. Go and take a walk, have a soda. (LAUGHTER) Whatever. Again, thanks

2014 declarative - take to smell my urine. Then I have to do something else. So I go and take that same cup and remember my arm's over here and my leg

2014 declarative - find put - I'll put down my pen and step away from my desk and go and find her and - which is exactly of course, what I'm not

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

make was thinking, well, maybe I could go back and one of us could go and make a phone call. One of us could go back and help.

2014 declarative do not get someone anymore, you just delete them on Facebook, like, you don't go and get rid of them. RYAN-SMITH# (Voiceover) Kelly Kerns has known one of the

2014 declarative have/had to get do agree with Tom when he says, you know, we always have to go and get our people, we can never leave our people behind. But what

2014 declarative do not get tries drugs and does drugs, they do that by choice. You don't go and get cancer by choice. PINSKY# Yes, you don't smoke cigarettes and

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get 's the point. It's like wrap your head around this. You can go and get some healthy food choices at McDonald's if you want to go get

2014 declarative to infinitive get that say it's time for this noble war hero but incompetent VA secretary to go and get somebody in to clean house. BOLLING# All right, we'll leave

2014 declarative to infinitive get . It's on the server. So, why isn't it possible to go and get the emails -- BOLLING# Well, they'll get to that. Remember

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get under the president's program, the Border Patrol is going to be able to go and get an increase in their pay? Why? Because commensurate with their new

2014 declarative be going to see largest eruption we've had so far happened, so now I'm going to go and see how big it really was. GLORIA-RIVIERA# (Voiceover) The guys are able to

2014 declarative want to/
desperate to

see October. HODA-KOTB# Yeah. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# I don't even know if I want to go and see it even though my daughter is in
it. HODA-KOTB# Yes. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD#

2014 declarative will/would see I was going to help you retain that status. Now hopefully, everybody will go and see it just out of curiosity. GUTFELD# He takes a nice picture.

2014 declarative will/would see Lightnin'. Yeah, he was such a great performer, and I would go and see him every time that he would come to town. My mother would

2014 interrogative will see mean when we made the first one, I remember thinking, will anybody go and see this? It's just a crazy idea. It's, you

2014 declarative want to/
desperate to

see because they let the vets go on the computer and pick who they want to go and see. COOPER# Right. GRIFFIN# So now every single show I do I

2014 declarative to infinitive see we become a nation of with wusses? UNIDENTIFIED-FEMAL# It is our patriotic duty to go and see this movie. UNIDENTIFIED-ACTOR# Hello, North
Korea. UNIDENTIFIED-ACTRE# Preceding the interview

2014 declarative have/had to look , Navy, Air Force, Marines, number one. You'd have to go and look for that information. There's some security things that he did get
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2014 declarative can/could/be

able to
look in the West about the economic punishment he's about to receive, he can go and look say, well, look how much money the Russians have in Ukraine

2014 declarative should/need to look the proof why we are chasing you away. You should start -- you should go and look for your life, start a new life. You no longer belong

2014 declarative want to/
desperate to

take But even losing a child, I don't think you're that desperate to go and take another woman's baby. BARBARA WALTERS (ABC NEWS) (Voiceover) If

2014 declarative will/would take we heard our nation's leaders say, after that attack, that we would go and take out these Islamic extremists wherever they are, that we would fight against

2014 declarative be going to take get Regis away from me. Leave the animal. JULIE-SCARDINA# We're going to go and take this guy off so that we can-- REGIS-PHILBIN# Get him out of
here

2014 declarative be going to take who's trying to break into your house and then-- then you're going to go and take pills and go shoot yourself in the driveway of your home? I

2014 declarative to infinitive take from the biggest Arab countries, then it is proper and right for Israel to go and take out their capability. PERINO# Kimberly, put it in a broader perspective

2014 declarative have/had to take We don't criticize other Texans. But-- WILLIE-GEIST# Mm-Hm. NATALIE-MORALES# now you have to go and take that your walking. AL ROKER: Now
I'm walking. TAMRON-HALL#

2014 declarative try/have tried
to

take had information about where Bowe Bergdahl was, or maybe we are just trying to go and talk with the locals to see if they knew anything about Bowe Bergdahl.

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

buy egg in America, it's illegal. DAHM# Yes. MORGAN# And I can go and buy 2,360 different types of guns? DAHM# The federal government has become very

2014 declarative to infinitive buy Enormous. It seems that it's gone out over the whole Bitcoin community to go and buy at Overstock so as to -- so as to show their support or

2014 declarative want to/
desperate to

find do other things to other people. I was confused. I just wanted to go and find him and talk to him. I mean, we were driving up

2014 declarative to infinitive find the best that you could ever be. And I literally crossed the world to go and find that. I wanted to work for Marco and I did read his

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

find arguing to see it. I'm actually arguing against seeing it because you can go and find it online. KURTZ# When you talk about skepticism and the coverage here

2013 imperative - look or lawn? CATO-DAILY# What I like to say is go take a hike. Go and look around. Go and look around what is growing in your area because

2013 imperative - look I like to say is go take a hike. Go and look around. Go and look around what is growing in your area because those are the kind of

2013 declarative second person talk talk to them. And if you actually talk to these people, and you go and talk, a lot of them are struggling with this. They don't

2013 imperative - talk dips and bumps to catch that water that moves across your property. And then go and talk to your cooperative extensions and go to the nurseries, see what kinds

2013 interrogative don't talk , Larry said to me, he said why don't you and Rosie Casals go and talk with Gladys Allman(ph). She's the one person who owned a magazine

2013 imperative - try . From its very inception, the burger was meant to be mobile. JOSH-OZERSKY# Go and try to eat fried chicken while you're driving, you know what I

2013 declarative second person try if you are put in a mental in institution in New Jersey and then you go and try to buy a gun in New Jersey, you can't buy a

2013 declarative - buy , the Future Queen " terrific book by Katie Nicholl, I recommend you all go and buy it if you want to know all things royal. She seems very

2013 declarative second person buy Washington state. It's a breathing tax. That's right. If you go and buy a bicycle over $500, you will have to pay a tax of
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2013 declarative second person buy the privacy and convenience are opposites. It's always a tradeoff. When you go and buy things at an e-commerce site, that e-commerce organization knows

exactly what you
2013 declarative can/could/be

able to
say AL ROKER: Oh, yeah. NATALIE-MORALES# Oh, my goodness. WILLIE-GEIST# --can go and say this is wrong. " NATALIE-MORALES# Does he think a

little too highly
2013 declarative can not say left to the right and then back to the left. MYERS# You can't go and say, oh, I forgot to tell you that I wasn't -

2013 declarative did not say first steps. Full program. Just the way with Syria. You didn't go and say to Assad, " well, you know, I don't know

2013 declarative should/need to say but we face similar problems and the U.S. needs to take that first step and go and say to these people we have shared interest. We face shared risks.

2013 declarative be going to say Let's step out of the box for a second. I'm going to go and say maybe just might be time to drop the travel and transaction embargo with

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

say is not breaking news. You can go and flog your agenda. You can go and say why won't America pass a law that wouldn't have prevented this

2013 imperative - say pass a law that wouldn't have prevented this in honor of this? Or go and say that President Obama's second term agenda is dead, or whatever they

2013 declarative - make discussion on the summer or winter. And I do not expect it that we go and make a decision now. We can not make a decision without having consulted

2013 declarative did not get guns. That would be harder under this. But some of them didn't go and get other guns. JONATHAN-KARL# (Off-camera) Well what's wrong with background
checks?

2013 declarative have/had to get mail to somebody after they buy it from you online. You still have to go and get it from them. It's illegal to mail the gun. Draw

2013 declarative be going to get girls would love to be, their dressing room. HARRY-STYLES# I'm gon na go and get in the shower. I'm gon na wear some jeans. CYNTHIA-MCFADDEN#

2013 imperative do not get now. HODA-KOTB# Okay. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Okay. HODA-KOTB# Bake something. MADELYN-FERNSTROM# Don't go and get this
in. HODA-KOTB# Bake it. Bake it. Dump it in. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD#

2013 declarative want to/
desperate to

get , because they build their whole lives putting out pictures that make us want to go and get it. RYAN-ELDER# Sure and that's a lot of what my research

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

get SOUFAN# it is nice from a message perspective that the United States is able to go and get these individuals, even after so many years. But at the same

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

get Within walking distance of the Capitol, there are seven places there that you can go and get your hair cut, (CROSSTAKL) GUILFOYLE# Now give them
coupons to go over

2013 declarative should/need to get , and we should take action against it. That's why we need to go and get the evidence solid, then go through the U.N. Security Council,

2013 declarative want to/
desperate to

see breath away. I had goosebumps watching this. MEL-B# See I would want to go and see that show with my-- NATALIE-MORALES# Mm-Hm. AL ROKER:
Yeah. MEL-B#

2013 declarative do not see wakeup call. MARY-DUNNE# After you've broken up with somebody, you don't go and see that person alone ever. HANNAH-BLAHUT# about Lauren all the
time. She

2013 declarative decide to see to me and I never heard of it before. So, I decided to go and see what that is. SIMON# The judges were impressed and noted her technology was

2013 declarative have/had to see That's a whole different category. PERINO# Everyone has assignments. You have to go and see movies so that the next time we do this segment, we actually

2013 declarative decide to see they didn't go off to sunny vacations in the Caribbean. They decided to go and see the troops. And the troops love them. So that they're

2013 declarative were to look 90s. That right. I'm just reporting, that if you were to go and look at somebody like Max Baucus, you would find that in Montana,
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2013 declarative be going to look , I hope those people if they're on an individual plan are going to go and look at the marketplace. They may be eligible for a subsidy to get

2013 declarative want to/
desperate to

look is. That Americans finally know the truth. BECKEL# Those people wanted Americans to go and look at that, want to hear those patriotic songs which are
anti-American song

2013 declarative have/had to take U.K., they say that lot of, you know, working moms have to go and take their kids to the doctors or pick their kids up from daycare. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD#

2013 declarative will/would try in the end, you said you will wear a wire, and you will go and try and talk to your father and get him on tape admitting to some

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

buy I'm not comfortable with the idea that, you know, she can just go and buy this. You know, it-- it goes to obviously other issue as

2013 declarative might buy it, which is true, but kind of the counterintuitive effect is you might go and buy it. But when you actually eat it, you don't enjoy
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Come get
date grammatical

context
preceding
words V2 sentence

2017 declarative - see be here sooner? You probably won't see me for a while unless you come see me in person before then. And so I got in my car,

2017 imperative - see I have one bite left. SHEINELLE-JONES# Chris, thank you so much. CHRIS-LILLY# Come see me this
weekend. SHEINELLE-JONES# Yes. CHRIS-LILLY# Free festival. JOHN-CENA# Going to

2017 imperative - see It's -- SHEINELLE-JONES# Yeah. KRISTEN-WIIG# That would be a weird movie. STEVE-CARELL# Come see it. (Cross talking) KRISTEN-WIIG# You're
welcome, Universal.

2017 imperative - see MATT-LAUER# And it opens Thursday. We're back after your local news. KELLY-ROHRBACH# Come see. HODA-KOTB# Okay,
perfect. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# Thanks, ladies. (ANNOUNCEMENTS) AL ROKER

2017 interrogative would like to see ACTRESS# Victor's congregation has a farm in Minnesota. ACTOR# Would you like to come see it sometime? ACTRESS# Are there goats? ACTOR# You
bet. LINDSAY-TORNAMBE# He

2017 declarative afford to see 's like, yeah, people are insured, but they can't afford to come see me because the deductibles are so high. Another family member who's a

2017 declarative be going to get not kidding. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# 06:56): I thought the vice squad was going to come get us. Anyway, that was -- yeah. HODA-KOTB- (10# 07:01)

2017 declarative to infinitive get what happened? And he was like, my sister's on her way to come get you. I can't find Papito. I said, what do you

2017 declarative to infinitive get problem because I don't get along with his sister. So for her to come get me, I know it was serious. Yeah, I heard it in

2017 imperative - get Don't leave me. I'm still in here. Help. ACTOR-PLAYING-JAY-# " Come get me out. I'm still cold. " Finally, I felt the

2017 declarative want to sit vocal against Donald Trump. Republicans who have supported Donald Trump do not want to come sit down and talk to me because they know - and they're right
to

2017 imperative - sit her quote. " They were like you're brown, little chola girl, come sit with us. And, you know, because my last name was different

2017 declarative be going to sit we've been -- all been waiting for. HODA-KOTB# Kirstie Alley is going to come sit down with us, right after this. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# We've got the
laugh

2017 declarative should/need to visit a very bad reason. CARLSON# If you buy too many guns the police should come visit them and ask them why they have the guns and then do what?

2017 declarative want to visit in chief, regardless of who you are. They don't all want to come visit the White House. So, it's always driven by the families.

2017 declarative have O do visit ? NICK-LACHEY# I vividly remember because I was so excited to have the tooth fairy come visit me, remember getting a quarter for my tooth. AL ROKER: A

2017 declarative be going to pick in. He told me that at 10 AM, the Rangers were going to come pick him up. MAUREEN-MAHER- (voi# She says at first her father seemed more

2017 imperative - join HODA-KOTB- (10# 28:23): Big round of applause for Coleen. Coleen, come join your friends and family over here. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# 28:27): Our
second lady

2017 imperative - join with it. HODA-KOTB# Big round of applause. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Awesome. HODA-KOTB# Tammy, come join your
family. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# All right. Our second lady is Debi Reich.

2017 imperative - join . A big round of applause for Bonnie. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Excellent. HODA-KOTB# Bonnie, come join your friends. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Our
second lady is Nancy Swenson. She's fifty-nine

2017 declarative to infinitive help no, never - you know, you couldn't hire somebody from IBM to come help you to automate flower shops. It just didn't think the industry was

2017 declarative ask O to do meet in 2003, Steve says he wants to get serious. He asked Julia to come meet him at his daughter's soccer game. JULIA-JONES# And he said, OK

2017 declarative to infinitive meet Georgia is trying to do something about that. She's helping throw the first come meet a black person event in Lawrenceville, Georgia. Now she says she was
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2016 interrogative can see substantial. And I emailed Joan, and I said, Joan, can I come see your stand-up? She did stand-up every week in New York at a little

2016 declarative want O to do see , I forgave you a long time ago. And if you want me to come see you, I will. MAUREEN-MAHER- (voi# Several weeks later, an envelope

2016 declarative to infinitive see go and have a rally in Mobile, Alabama, get 10,000, 20,000 to come see him, and then say look, you got to pass it, congress

2016 imperative - see . Yes, he's very funny. He's very funny. Rob, come see us, we miss you. Yeah, we like him. And also

2016 declarative shouldn't see if I was there, I do come to get some... You shouldn't come see my shows then, ever, you shouldn't come see my shows only

2016 declarative shouldn't see ... You shouldn't come see my shows then, ever, you shouldn't come see my shows only because, you know, it's her show. She

2016 imperative - see DENZEL-WASHINGTON: (As Chisolm) You tell Bo if he wants his town, come see me. TERRY-GROSS# My guest Antoine Fuqua directed the new version
of " The Magnificent

2016 declarative want to/would
like to

see lots of new material and also a lot of people in Berkeley just wanted to come see me. And the (unintelligible) were like you're back. And

2016 declarative will/would see know, they were very compassionate. They were a familiar face that I would come see, that I would check in with. Sometimes I would provide them information

2016 declarative have to see 're coming down right now. GEORGE-TENET# I said, Condi, I have to come see you. It was one of the rare times in my seven years as

2016 declarative have to see the rare times in my seven years as director where I said I have to come see you. We're coming right now. MANDY-PATINKIN- (vo# Present at the

2016 imperative - see . TONY-DANZA# Yeah, somehow like a little residency at 54 -- KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Oh, come see Tony. TONY-DANZA# -- 54 -- Feinstein's/54
Below. It's really a cool

2016 declarative have to see the only show that is like this in the world, and you have to come see it, because it is so -- NATALIE-MORALES# Yes. MIA-MICHAELS# -- fantastic.

2016 declarative - see have them teach you. I sit in my office and have the kids that come see me teach me how to use all these apps all the time. And

2016 imperative - see yes. ZACHARY-LEVI# -- we start previews February 19, we open March 17th. Come see She Loves Me. JENNA-BUSH-HAGER# It's -- it's like we
-- ZACHARY-LEVI# Me

2016 interrogative - see 's going to come and bring his drinkie. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Oh, good. And people come see you there? HODA-KOTB# They can if they
like. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Okay. HODA-KOTB#

2016 imperative - see " Tell me what it is and I'll come. " Donthe, " Come see for yourself. I know it'll put you in a better mood.

2016 declarative to infinitive get we got to the site, me and George (ph) were called to come get all the sensitives out of it. As we were walking up, I

2016 imperative - get (BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# For me to hear a phone call, come get your son body. That is painful. UNIDENTIFIED-MALE# Nobody
expects somebody to be

2016 imperative - visit controlling. ADAMCZYK# So now, you've seen what I love about Chicago. Come visit me. See you soon. (END VIDEOTAPE) GORANI# There you

2016 declarative will/would visit he got off tether and his grandparents let him drive their car, he would come visit me. We'd go stay at hotels together and stuff like that.

2016 interrogative can visit Trump, you know, it's... SARA-HAINES# Can we at least have him come visit us here and talk? Yeah, that would be fine. we should

2016 interrogative would pick 's a collaborative relationship. Think - about - who are these people that would come pick me up? I remember one time in particular, I'm dirty,

2016 declarative have O do pick say that they just release people as long as you have a U.S. citizen friend come pick you up. O'REILLY# Jesus! SHAWN# If you don't have a felony

2016 imperative - join " Fantasy Movie League and there's still two weeks left to play. So come join us. SARA-HAINES# What's up, dude? You're losing. I'm
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2016 imperative - join North Carolina who may be thinking of supporting other candidates, I ask you, come join us. We welcome you with open arms. If you don't want

2016 imperative - join the president, which is the inevitable result of Donald Trump being the nominee, come join us. Let us stand together. GWEN-IFILL# The top prize for both
parties

2016 imperative - join all different flavors already going. You don't have to start from scratch. Come join us. BELL# I've met a lot of interesting people on my off the

2016 declarative ask O to do join really see this as a crossroads kind of election, I'm asking people to come join this campaign. And I have had a lot of outreach from Republicans in

2016 imperative - help march. JEFF-NICHOLS# Yes, in' 63. RUTH-NEGGA# You boys stop that wrestling. Come help Ms. Laura with her groceries. ACTOR# Coming in around this
plaza surrounding Lincoln

2016 imperative - meet a phone call from her where she said, hey, something happened. Please come meet me out in front of this dorm. AMY-ROBACH# (Off-camera) You
immediately go? RYAN

2016 imperative - meet okay? Boyfriend. Can you imagine having to meet the governor. Like, come meet my dad, and he's, like, signing laws. How old

2015 imperative - see We are still in Florida at the Sanibel Marriott. How sweet it is. Come see us. We would love to have you. Back to New York.

2015 declarative want to/would
like to

see take advantage of your life as it is, which is why I want to come see baby all the time. what you do is you really do begin to

2015 interrogative to infinitive see of dates in the fall. (Cross-talking) GAYLE-KING# Are you surprised people are paying to come see you? ANDERSON-COOPER# I'm surprised, you know, I'm
surprised people

2015 declarative will/would see stay, and he's wild, and let him be wild. I'll come see you tomorrow, okay? All right, I'll come see you tomorrow

2015 declarative will/would see . I'll come see you tomorrow, okay? All right, I'll come see you tomorrow. LESLEY-STAHL- (voic# Looks idyllic, but conservationists we spoke to

2015 declarative will/would see talk right now. I need to drink some tea, relax. I'll come see you in the morning. He goes you're going to come in the

2015 declarative want to/would
like to

see an artist community. They're like, oh, OK, I want to come see it. ASSATA-RICHARDS, -Y# I was working in abject poverty, making about

2015 declarative to infinitive see Call it what you will. Many other cities are now calling Rick Lowe to come see what he might do with them. Meanwhile, here in the Third Ward

2015 declarative second person see see him? LUCY-JOHNSON# Yes, and you can bring me some money when you come see him. JIM-AVILA# (Voiceover) Police want to know where Spelock
was the night of

2015 interrogative be going to see O'DONNELL (" THE VIEW ") I know. But are they gon na come see her or is mommy just gon na go away? MARGARET-CHO# Well, they

2015 imperative - see , and these are the words underneath it. " Carmel Valley freak show. Come see me during the day while my husband is at work, and we can

2015 declarative to infinitive see wonderful. Yes, they're adorable. Yeah. We should invite them to come see us. Yeah, yeah. And I just want to say that the

2015 declarative to infinitive see 'm happy for you. I am gon na be one of the first to come see this movie. And, y'all, you better not miss it, because

2015 imperative - get if people found it. Everyone then was like it's at my house, come get it. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Oh, yeah. BRIAN-BALTHAZAR# You know, some people
were

2015 declarative to infinitive get uncle's saying, oh, I'm going to send a police car to come get you and we should really talk about this. I'm like - I

2015 declarative don't get Right. I walk my dog at midnight in Central Park and, don't come get me if you don't agree with me, and I feel safe because

2015 declarative have to get ah. Ms. Debbie Allen... They're, they're gon na have to come get us the next morning to come to work. What's wrong with Whoopi

2015 declarative will/would get if they do? I don't know. Like, the sorority god would come get me. I literally have kept secrets. I know the ritual because I
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2015 declarative to infinitive get started sending texts to the victim. And the last one begged the victim to come get him because he was having a panic attack. (Laughter) SCHLESINGER# That

2015 declarative be going to sit . La la la. Look at him. (Cross-talking) NATALIE-MORALES# He is going to come sit down with us in just a moment. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah, in just a

2015 declarative want to/would
like to

sit quite well. Why is she sitting there on her own? I wanted to come sit between Kareem and me. NARRATOR# Khaled and Islam were not particularly observant,
but

2015 imperative - sit ABC NEWS) (Off-camera) What would you have said to him? RESTAURANT-PATRON# I, come sit. RESTAURANT-PATRON# Sit with
us. RESTAURANT-PATRON# Sit with us. JOHN QUIONES (ABC

2015 interrogative would like to sit ? TYLER# He's probably not even a citizen. RESTAURANT-PATRON# Would you like to come sit with us? Come and sit here, please, with us. ACTOR# Is

2015 imperative - sit ridiculed like that, I felt like it was wrong, so I said, come sit with us, because we're just regular people, too. JOHN QUIONES

2015 imperative - sit come here. Come to the table. Come to the table, Donald. Come sit right here. DONALD TRUMP (REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE) I will be
there

2015 declarative want O to do pick they want to kill you. I said, what? They wanted her to come pick them up. MATT-LAUER# So she admitted to you at that moment that once

2015 declarative second person pick some pills to give him to knock him out and then we all-- and you come pick us up. She said, I'm not doing that. She said

2015 interrogative can pick Jones so that they could be thoroughly searched. RALPH-JONES- (recor# So I can come pick them up? DAN-RUBENSTEIN# Sergeant Smith contacted Mister
Jones just simply to let him

2015 imperative - join HODA-KOTB# All right. Almetria, come on out. Let's see it. Come join The Joy Fit Club. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Look at
you. JOY-BAUER# Unbelievable. HODA-KOTB#

2015 declarative to infinitive join ISIS and Al Qaeda and associated groups, being called in this clarion call to come join us. We're the hot group now. If you want some adventure

2015 declarative ask O to do help of a somewhat a bit of a rough patch and they asked Mike Myers to come help them out. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Has that shown up in
sales? JAMES-COOPER# it has

2015 interrogative can help the morning and it was Cal. And he said, Barb, can you come help me get the kids ready for school. Michele didn't come home last

2015 interrogative be going to take waiting to hear, you know, are they going to serve a warrant, come take him away? We didn't know what they were going to do.

2015 declarative to infinitive take stop getting bites, that - it can be really expensive to hire someone to come take a look, so if you aren't getting bites, if - and

2015 declarative to infinitive meet , he is walking over to a group of fans and waves to me to come meet two of them in particular. Look who is singled
out? (BEGIN-VIDEO-CLIP) UNIDENTIFED-FEMALE#

2015 declarative will/would find it. Has no one seen Michelle? MICHELLE-COLLINS# I'm asking. Michelle will come find you. She'll come and get you. I'm sure he's

2014 declarative second person see see him? LUCY-JOHNSON# Yes, and you can bring me some money when you come see him. JIM-AVILA# (Voiceover) Police want to know where Spelock
was the night of

2014 interrogative want to see . GIL BATES (FATHER OF 19) Hey, buddy. You want to come see me? JUJU-CHANG# (Voiceover) It's been three years since that trip and everyone

2014 imperative - see efforts to revamp the school's 450 seat auditorium Go ahead, girl. Please come see me. Yes. For the kids, for the kids. That's

2014 declarative want to/would
like to

see , I do have anguish, you saw it. I'd like him to come see me first. PINSKY# Sam? SCHACHER# I have a followup question really quick

2014 declarative beg o to see . It was insane. And I went over, and I begged him to come see Anne Murray at the Troubadour for a picture. And I ended up having

2014 interrogative can see Look at this. JULIANNE-MOORE# Here he goes. Here it is. Can I come see my baby now? JIMMY-FALLON# Lol. JULIANNE-MOORE# And then
Lol. JIMMY-FALLON# Wrong person.

2014 interrogative don't see , said, hey, you guys sound pretty good. Why don't you come see me? We went and made a little demo - it was an instrumental
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ACorpus-based Study of go get and go & get Constructions 75
2014 declarative to infinitive get , ah, ah. They're going to send the-- the-- the geriatrics to come get you. HODA-KOTB# I know. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# And the PMTs and the EMTs and

2014 declarative be going to get you -- if you get lost or you get captured, we're going to come get you. But you have an obligation to us. And that is when

2014 declarative will/would get I told her, I said, you need to come here. I'll come get you right now. She said, dad, I got it. RICHARD-SCHLESINGE#

2014 declarative will/would get an officer with an I.D., with a badge, with a uniform, will come get you and say, hey, it's over. WHITFIELD# Right, but

2014 imperative - sit a great time with my daughter. You know, I encourage my daughters, come sit on my lap. We snuggle. We sit by the fireplace. There

2014 imperative - sit (Voiceover) When we tell our nanny to leave... JAZELLE# This is ridiculous. MYLA# Come sit over here next to me. JOHN-QUINONES# (Voiceover)... Myla
starts bonding with Ava. MYLA#

2014 declarative tell O to do visit . TERRY-GROSS# At some point your father tells you and your older brother Tony to come visit him. And the big surprise is he's showing you that he has

2014 declarative - pick different from the back. I - I always come from the front when I come pick him up in the morning, so I, I figured it was his

2014 declarative get O to do pick taken to another location where they have to make a call and get people to come pick them up. But again, we understand another press briefing will take place

2014 imperative - help the Best Western. CALLER# This just happened to us last month, so please come help us. MATT-GUTMAN# (Voiceover) Hear that? " Just happened to us last
month.

2014 imperative - help they can, they can send a message to their mother or whoever that says come help me. Don't leave me alone. ROBIN-ROBERTS# (Off-camera) That's, is

2014 declarative get to help all that's going on and everyone is waiting to see who he gets to come help us combating ISIS to say, wow, this is so cool, Stonehenge

2014 interrogative will take it's my son's birthday, he's a huge fan, will you come take a picture with him. And I said of course I will. And

2014 declarative to infinitive get your country will never leave you behind and it will move Heaven and Earth to come get you. So if you find yourself behind enemy lines, don't worry

2013 imperative - see . This is my house. This is where I grew up. Here, come see the window I would sneak out of. This was it. My bed

2013 declarative could see , of course, said, well, you could always swing by Arizona and come see me, too. And I thought, no, I'm not going

2013 interrogative want to see and said, all right, we have a movie, do you want to come see it? And HBO very kindly decided to show it. ANTHONY-MASON# Were you

2013 declarative to infinitive see wanted to convert movie palaces into gigantic marquees to attract people in their cars to come see the movies. LEE-COWAN# They are a monstrosity to some,
but to others

2013 imperative - see SeaWorld gave a performance of a lifetime. Don't miss this small miracle. Come see our new baby Shamu. (END-VIDEO-CLIP) RAY# I know it was naive of
me,

2013 declarative want to/would
like to

see we happen to be in Rome. We are Catholic and we wanted to come see. I saw a young woman say but I never even had any dreams

2013 declarative could see who you are. And I said: I would love it if you could come see our show. And he said: I'm coming. I'm coming

2013 declarative be going to get a symbol of what they fear most, which is that Washington is going to come get me. And that's very basic and it's very Tea Party,

2013 declarative to infinitive get wanted her to ring a bell in front of her restaurant yelling for people to come get it, to get dinner, and also even asked other employees to allegedly

2013 imperative - sit dictatorship. At some point, members of the House are allowed to say, come sit at the table. He doesn't sit at the table. He goes

2013 imperative - sit came through with her band and knew I was there so invited me down, come sit in, you know, sing. So we sang, and I played
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2013 imperative - visit NATALIE-MORALES# --so they know who he is. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah, exactly. AL ROKER: Come visit your mo-- go visit your

mother. WILLIE-GEIST# Yes. AL ROKER: Visit
2013 declarative should/need to pick you deal with it. MICHELLE-THOMAS- (P# She's like, you need to come pick him up immediately. (Michelle Thomas; photo of Michelle Thomas'

2013 declarative to infinitive pick . Then she continued, " I'm still waiting for an Apple rep to come pick up my iPad. No action, yey. " WILLY-GEIST# So, how does

2013 declarative to infinitive pick Erin Cox got a message from a drunk friend at a party asking Erin to come pick her up. But once the high schooler arrived, so did the police

2013 declarative to infinitive pick motel waiting for a ride from Atlanta. So they were waiting on somebody to come pick them up. And they had plans and were expecting to leave this area

2013 interrogative to infinitive pick Yes, yes, and which button do you press to call your mother to come pick you up? (LAUGHTER) TERRY-GROSS# We're listening back to our 2003 interview
with

2013 declarative be going to help matchy matchy over here. BOBBIE-THOMAS# Right. Well, this-- Andrea is going to come help me and talk about prints. So big this year. HODA-KOTB# Of
course

2013 declarative to infinitive help , they booked up these rooms. They called in some of their employees to come help them. There are a few shelters set up in surrounding communities. They

2013 imperative - help fearful? Now we're finally finding our voices. So take a chance, come help me sing this. Yeah, I wan na sing. I wan na

2013 declarative to infinitive help to have parents who lived relatively close by and were willing to drop everything to come help out with my kids when I had crises. I had in-laws who were

2013 declarative to infinitive meet up and up and up. It near something like two thousand bucks just to come meet Al and do the weather. AL ROKER: Wow. SAVANNAH-GUTHRIE# That's

2013 interrogative can meet doesn't feel like she can call me and say, hey, can I come meet your-- your doctor? And that's when I thought, okay, I

2013 declarative agree to meet , needs financial advice, and could even use a caretaker. Surgent agrees to come meet him in return for a **26;2103;TOOLONG
fee. UNIDENTIFIED-MAN# Grandpa? ALAN# Yeah

2013 declarative be going to find Someone gets caught bullying, the government comes down and says we're going to come find a company -- (CROSSTALK) PERINO#. That's what the
government is doing.
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Come and get
date grammatical

context
preceding
words V2 sentence

2017 imperative - get great quality. KEN-JEONG# Special of the day is half-eaten salmon. BOBBY-FLAY# Exactly. Come and get it. Salmon salad. KEN-JEONG# Salmon salad,
yo. SHEINELLE-JONES# I

2017 interrogative would see -- I'm in hormonal hell. JAMIE-WAX# Back at that time, would people come and see you in clubs and be surprised at your act? BOB-SAGET# People were

2017 imperative - see the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature saying, come and see these events, more to come. And I looked and behold a

2017 imperative - see from " Shark Tank. How come flowers cost so much? He said, come and see me. I'll explain the flower business to you. Draws it

2017 declarative second person say the NATO budget. And the health care plan is coming. So when you come and say, oh, it's all about the wiretapping, et cetera,

2017 declarative second person talk was funny, you know, Lonely Planet people always knew first of all you come and talk to me about an idea, and I'll tell you whether it

2017 declarative want to see the recording sessions. My dad would say, hey, do you want to come and see how we do this and what - I go, yeah, no

2017 interrogative to infinitive see . KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Excellent. WHITNEY-CUMMINGS# Yes. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Come back, will you promise
to come and see us? WHITNEY-CUMMINGS# I promise. I promise. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# Because I'm

2017 declarative to infinitive see " James and the Giant Peach. " We can't wait for you to come and see it. I was wondering, when did you know you wanted to

2017 declarative be allowed to
do

get if we ever had even one case of a reporter who wasn't allowed to come and get accreditation in the country, maybe this would have been seen as a

2017 declarative B talk I'm sorry, I just want to know why Hillary wouldn't want to come and talk to us women. If she believed it's not true, then

2017 interrogative did talk I was scared. ANDREA-CANNING- (09# 01:00): How many times did they come and talk to you? JASON-FLORES- (09# 01:02): Thirty plus.

2017 declarative will/would say choose? Do you do that ahead of time? SPICER# sometimes some reporters will come and say, hey, I've got a question I would like to ask

2017 declarative will/would visit company town. There were traveling nurses that if you were sick, they would come and visit you and make sure that you were OK. He had symphony orchestras

2017 declarative to infinitive join . Let us go all about it. And you can also get tickets to come and join us in the studio audience there. Have a great weekend. (ANNOUNCEMENTS)

2017 declarative to infinitive join this is fully in place for as many Americans who wish to come, to come and join and be with us as we celebrate this peaceful transfer of partisan power

2017 declarative to infinitive testify chairs have already asked for them. it will be important for Director Comey to come and testify once again, I hope in open session, so that we can

2017 declarative to infinitive testify 's a concern among republicans I'm talking to who have wanted James Comey to come and testify. 22:05:01 Even before the memo was revealed, that they
thought that

2017 declarative get O to do testify memo was revealed, that they thought that they were going to get him to come and testify publicly. There's concern that that's not going to happen now

2017 declarative will/would testify Paul Manafort, Roger Stone, Carter Page, they've all said they will come and testify in front of the committee. Earlier this week, you're telling
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2016 imperative - get NEWS) We were also, we were playing Red Bones' hit, " Come and Get Your Love, " from, you know, " The Guardians.

2016 imperative - get Natasha? Sure. And you can actually. Wait, I like them. Come and get those, kid. You want more? RAVEN-SYMON (" THE VIEW

2016 imperative - join , then I want to invite you, if you have supported other candidates, come and join us. We are seeing candidates coming together and uniting. It's

2016 imperative - join , then I want to invite you, if you've supported other candidates, come and join us. TRUMP# I listen and I watch Ted, on television when he

2016 declarative to infinitive help MATT-GUTMAN# (Off-camera) Doing anything? KIM-LONG# I'm just panicked and I need somebody
to come and help me. MATT-GUTMAN# (Voiceover) After being cooped up in the interrogation room for hours

2016 declarative can/could/be
able to

see them know that we're bringing it to the fair, and then they can come and see it. JEFFREY-BROWN# So, a little bit of this is sort of

2016 declarative to infinitive see this weekend. Those people who are in Philadelphia, I need my fans to come and see me because if the Trump supporters come, it could be ugly.

2016 declarative to infinitive see humble for when I'm on the road. People come out and pay to come and see me. And I get on that stage and I'm humble for

2016 declarative to infinitive see Will? WILL-CARR, -FOX-NEW: Good evening Greta. President Obama is set to come and see some of this disaster himself. He is in a home just like

2016 declarative want to see block. Protesters on one side of the street, people who want to do come and see Donald Trump on the other. So, it's obvious that Trump

2016 declarative to infinitive see as of late. And then here you have this groundswell of people paying to come and see you in concert. Why are you still surprised? Is that just

2016 interrogative can get there. And he's, like... I'm drowning.... can somebody come and get me? JIMMY KIMMEL (" JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE! ") It

2016 declarative to infinitive talk Yeah. GAYLE-KING# That's what I mean. I would love for him to come and talk to us, because all is forgiven. It's really time to

2016 declarative to infinitive talk an episode on the town square at which she invited white residents of Forsyth to come and talk to her about what had happened. And when she left, you

2016 declarative to infinitive talk here at the center. And as Muhammad normally does, he welcomes people to come and talk to him. And there was this man who was battling leukemia and

2016 declarative to infinitive say he did his responsibility, really. For the leader of the Western world to come and say, look, you're an important partner of ours; the friendship

2016 declarative be going to take said, our children are fearful that their parents -- the government is going to come and take their parents away. And that's a consequence of the election.

2016 declarative be going to take to sleep with Marya. KEITH-MORRISON# Because? VAL-LIMESAND# He was scared Marty was going to come and take him. KEITH-MORRISON# His
own father? VAL-LIMESAND# I don't think he

2016 declarative see O do tell sell the American people. MORAN# Well, we would like to see all witnesses come and tell us their point of view in every congressional hearing and that ought
not

2016 declarative - tell (# Mm-Hmm. MARTY-LARSON- (inte# And hoping, you know, she'd come and tell me she was okay. And there was no answer, so I

2016 declarative compel him to
do

testify be careful what you ask for. The prosecutors decide to compel Officer Miller to come and testify. And also Miller may have blown their case to smithereens of
course

2016 declarative should/need to
do

testify case against Joseph Son for this. And if so, Victoria would need to come and testify at the sentencing to say this is the crime he committed against me
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2015 declarative - get , Al, you know, big guys here. If someone their physical size come and get me, does that even the score? Because as a woman you

2015 imperative - get , since Hemmer moved out, all of his stuff is in storage. And come and get your jerseys whenever you want, Hemmer. Wow. You really ruined

2015 declarative - get a good look so that when " Dancing with the Stars " comes, they come and get her. And everyone in our studio audience is getting a copy of

2015 declarative - see " she wrote him in August 2012, " Fix this immediately before the families come and see the horrible treatment of these children. " Hedberg also held Kombo
responsible

2015 declarative have O do say . HODA-KOTB# She's just visiting our studio. And we decided to have her come and say hello. How you doing? She's doing some red dress stuff

2015 declarative - say actually straighten out the country without having people come, special interests and everything else come and say, no, no, no, you can't do that because

2015 imperative - tell WILLIE-GEIST# If I know-- if I know my grills. MARK-ELLWOOD# I was going to say come and tell which
color. NATALIE-MORALES# Wow. WILLIE-GEIST# Yeah. One of my grills.

2015 imperative - talk night, all right, and kids are doing poorly he sends notes home please come and talk to me. They don't show up. They don't show

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

help in search of clues. CARLOS-AGUILAR# I'm looking for people's heart that can come and help me. I'm looking for somebody that can walk with me.

2015 declarative want O to help actually. That's a brilliant idea. So Netflix, you want us to come and help you do the presidential debate for you because we know a little something

2015 interrogative to infinitive see to try and never spend a week apart. GEORGE-CLOONEY # Are you excited to come and see a movie? MAN# Yeah. CHARLIE-ROSE: A difficult task for
weeks

2015 declarative that
imperative

see they did fly, it took five years for them to convince people that -- come and see what we've done. Not the local newspapers. Not the government

2015 declarative second person see I just thought, listen, are you waiting for something to happen before you come and see that this, why would I lie to you about a coyote?

2015 declarative dare O to get balls. It's mine now. AL ROKER: You-- I dare you to come and get it. TAMRON-HALL# Oh, gosh. Okay. You know what,

2015 declarative to infinitive get park, and then knows when to get off and waits for his owner to come and get him. GUILFOYLE# That's awesome. PERINO# Isn't that cute?

2015 declarative be going to get , they're coming for me, they're coming. They're going to come and get me. And I wait. I know the buses start running at

2015 declarative will/would get Michelle? MICHELLE-COLLINS# I'm asking. Michelle will come find you. She'll come and get you. I'm sure he's getting lots of love and support

2015 declarative to infinitive get does help them. the homeless person didn't think anything of it to just come and get a sandwich of some kind. And then he comes up, the

2015 declarative to infinitive get the Military Service Initiative that's part of the Bush Center invited many veterans to come and get a tour this morning, and then they got a surprise from their

2015 declarative can/could/be
able to

talk . I have to go to this terrible work holiday party, maybe you could come and talk to me and give me an excuse to leave early. That is

2015 declarative will/would take , socks and money. And I would just be there and homeless people would come and take it. And so it was just a meeting point, very,

2015 declarative be going to take take over Iraq which is exactly what's happening, and somebody's going to come and take over the leftover oil. And who did that turn out to be
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2015 declarative won't visit love you. Thank you for the wine. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# No, you won't come and visit us, so it's the only way to get you here.

2015 declarative to infinitive visit President Jimmy Carter. THOMAS-REESE# Only a devout Baptist president could invite the pope to come and visit the White House. CHIP-REID# Was he
well received or was there still

2015 declarative can visit (CROSSTALK) KLEIN# I can't wait to go home. I know. Nobody can come and visit, like when my son was born, everybody was like coming and

2014 imperative - get sing back, " Well, if you want it, here it is, come and get it. " You know, everything was a song, you know

2014 declarative - get away from potential gunfire, and we want you to stay there until the police come and get you. Don't open the door. Don't get out to

2014 declarative - see , I would suggest to these Presbyterian organizations to fly to the Middle East, come and see Israel for the embattled democracy that it is. And then take a

2014 declarative - say n't know what hook to hang our request on. They're used to developers come and say I want to build a strip mall or I want to build a

2014 imperative - say we've got our pastry section. And our incredible pastry chef, Vanessa, come and say hello, Vanessa. VANESSA-GARCIA, -PA# Hi, how are you.

2014 declarative - visit songs, every time you sit down to write songs, all your old songs come and visit and they kind of like hang around behind you, and they look

2014 declarative have to take a Dr. Demento fan, very Sunday, three hours, you'd have a come and take me away, fish heads, Weird Al, it was a great

2014 declarative try to help committing a felony; it is an act of love. They are trying to come and help their families. Do you think at this point that Jeb Bush is

2014 declarative agree to help the protests, most people are very happy that the U.S. has finally agreed to come and help them. JEFFREY-BROWN# And, Jon Temin, this is a very small

2014 declarative dare O to get and Cory Clyde. We're fine. NEAL-KARLINSKY# (Voiceover) As if daring someone to come and get them, the targets, owners Ramona Hayes and Cory
Eglash, virtually

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get fortune. TAMRON-HALL# Oh, here. WILLIE-GEIST# Particularly good one. TAMRON-HALL# You can come and get one. NATALIE-MORALES# We got
a couple for you. TAMRON-HALL# Come on

2014 declarative be going to get captured that they have -- there's some hope here that folks are going to come and get them out of this mess. So, you have a lot of

2014 declarative can/could/be
able to

get can't find work. But with this two-year degree, I'm able to come and get a career for the rest of my life at a premier manufacturing company

2014 declarative don't say skinny little geeky guy behind the computer. What he said, they don't come and say it to your face. That's No. 1. No. 2,

2014 declarative will/would say , we found ourselves doing more and more of it. And then people would come and say, gee, you know, I really can't do this myself

2014 declarative will/would take can think of, she must have been desperate for a baby that she would come and take someone else's baby away from them. Or she couldn't have

2014 declarative have to take So public policy has got this thing so screwed up that we just have to come and take a pause and think about what we are doing. BOLLING# Let me

2014 declarative to infinitive visit jam packed schedule. So busy, in fact-- KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# They have no time to come and visit us. HODA-KOTB# No time. But we have a glass of
wine waiting

2014 declarative to infinitive testify basically one side of a case, although the police officer has been invited to come and testify if he chooses to. At the end of that you have to
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2013 declarative - say even wan na talk right now is because they're hurting. But then they come and say, hey, we're hurting, we wan na talk. But

2013 declarative - say the people have just this glow about than this unbridled joy. So my patients come and say, that's the drug I need, but, you know,

2013 interrogative - visit you how happy it makes me now when he's home and his friends come and visit? HODA-KOTB# And their stinky shoes are there. KATHIE-LEE-GIFFORD# I
fill it

2013 declarative second person visit DORIS-SMITH# Thank you very much. We appreciate it. PHILLIP-SMITH# Thank you. You come and visit us anytime you want
to. JACKI-LYDEN# Climatologists are hesitant to link any

2013 imperative - join watching tonight. The deadline to avoid a debt catastrophe is just days away. Come and join me over at the super screen and you'll see exactly the situation

2013 declarative - take you don't take care of yourself, and this is a place where people come and take care of themselves. PEDESTRIAN# Oh, my God. You need to

2013 imperative - talk retweeting teenagers who agree with you, because they don't know anything. Actually come and talk to people. Talk to people, get outside your mansion. It

2013 declarative be going to help Fox News anchor. GRETCHEN CARLSON (MISS AMERICA 1989) Mallory is gon na come and help her. MALLORY HYTES HAGAN (MISS AMERICA
2013) Sure. LARA-SPENCER#

2013 declarative be going to help and do all the things that moms do. If the collective is going to come and help with that, that would be great. And then when you get

2013 declarative to infinitive help . And he actually called -- many times, he called the security forces to come and help in protecting the churches, but they
declined. MARGARET-WARNER# So the Brotherhood

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

see , we informed them that every senator, the material is available. They can come and see it. One of the strictures with highly classified stuff is no staff

2013 declarative to infinitive see . MEREDITH-VIEIRA- (voiceover): A call from their doctor asking them both to come and see him that evening. This was two weeks before Shannon and
Paul's

2013 declarative want to see lighthouse, it's at the top of a two-hundred-foot cliff. Everybody wants to come and see this. DINO-CASIMIRO# Yeah, exactly. Because nobody knew that this
was

2013 interrogative to infinitive see you have? Do you have an apartment for sale, you like people to come and see that? (LAUGHTER) PERINO# He's got other things for sale. But

2013 declarative will/would see and she was very kind to me. She was absolutely lovely and she would come and see the shows and so on, and every now and then I'd

2013 declarative will/would see , we never thought, or I never though, rather, that anyone would come and see this
ever. (LAUGHTER) CRISTIN-MILIOTI# Never. OPHIRA-EISENBERG# Surprise. CRISTIN-MILIOTI# You know

2013 interrogative could get you still worry that this thing in the family, suicidal depression, could come and get you, like-- like a sword of Damocles hanging over
you? MARIEL-HEMINGWAY#

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

talk Absolutely. We certainly do. We give them a safe place where they can come and talk about that without the condemnation; without them worrying if their
employer knows

2013 declarative want to take to the high ground. The muskets are all pointing out. You want to come and take the hill, give it a shot. JUDY-WOODRUFF# So, does the

2013 declarative can/could/be
able to

visit But they're in a dignified environment and in this dignified environment people could just come and visit and you know, Sea World could charge a fee for this.

2013 declarative be going to join . Nice to see you. (LAUGHING) NORAH-O'DONNELL# All right. Hanks' going to come and join us in just a few minutes. But first, a check of
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